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CONDITIONS OF SALE. 

I. The highest bidder to be the buyer; and if any.dispute arise between 
bidders, the lot so disputed shall be immediately put up again, 

provided the auctioneer cannot decide the said dispute. 

II. No person to advance less than Is. ; above five pounds, 2s. 6c/., and 

so on in proportion. 

III. In the case of lots upon which there is a reserve, the auctioneer 

shall have the right to bid on behalf of the seller. 

IV. The purchasers to give in their names and places of abode, and to 
pay down 10s. in the pound, if required, in part payment of the 
purchase-money ; in default of which the lot or lots purchased 
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V. The sale of any lot is not to be set aside on account of any error in 
the enumeration of the numbers stated, or errors of description. 
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the conclusion of the sale ; in default of which Messrs. Sotheby, 
Wilkinson & Hodge will not hold themselves responsible if lost, 

stolen, damaged, or otherwise destroyed, but they will be left at 
the sole risk of the purchaser. If, at the expiration of Two Days 
after the conclusion of the sale, the lots are not cleared or paid 
for, they will then be catalogued for immediate sale, and the 
expense, the same as if re-sold, will be added to the amount at 
which they were bought. Messrs. Sotheby, Wilkinson & Hodge 
will have the option of re-selling the lots uncleared, either by public 

or private sale, without any notice being given to the defaulter. 

VII. Upon failure of complying with the above conditions, the money 

required and deposited in part of payment shall be forfeited, and 
if any loss is sustained in the re-selling of such lots as are not 
cleared or paid Jor, all charges on such re-sale shall he made good 
by the defaulters at this sale. 

Gentlemen who cannot attend this Sale may hare their Commissions 

faithfully executed by their humble Servants, 

SOTHEBY, WILKINSON & HODGE, 

34 cl' 35, New Bond Street, London, IF. (l) 

Telegraphic Address: “Ahinitio, Wesdo, London.” Telephone: Mayfair 4689. 
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INTRODUCTION. 

rrHE valuable and important Collection (of which this is the First 

J- Portion only) is the result of many years’ ardent pursuit and 

study by the late Mr. Bernard Both, who, like many of his con¬ 

temporaries, was guided more by the inclination to acquire rare 

coins in the finest condition, than to form a collection remarkable 

for size and completeness, as were the Montagu and Murdoch 

cabinets. He was fortunate enough to obtain many fine specimens 

of the rarest and most desirable English gold and silver coins. A 

large number of the coins were purchased from such famous col¬ 

lections as the Shepherd, Brice, Montagu, Marsham, Murdoch, Basli- 

leigh and Moon cabinets, or from others equally well-known ; the 

pedigrees have been carefully verified by reference to each sale 

quoted, so that they may be accepted as correct, and also taken as 

evidence of Mr. Bernard Both’s sagacious method of collecting. 

There are especially interesting series of Early British and Anglo- 

Saxon coins, but perhaps Mr. Both’s Pennies of the late Norman 

period (Henry I, and Stephen) are his best and most complete series ; 

they include many great rarities, as well as some unpublished and 

presumably unique pieces. 

Among the most noteworthy coins in this portion of the collection 

are the following: Tincommius, Quarter Staters, A (15-16); Verica, 

Staters, A (17-18), and Quarter Staters, A (19-20); Epaticcus, 

Stater, A (22), and Quinarius, M (23) ; Cunobeline, Staters, A 

(24-25); Quarter Stater, A (26) ; Quinarius, Al (27) ; Cupped 3. jE 

with pegasus (28); Addedomaros, Staters, A (30-31); Dubnovellaunus, 

Stater, N (32) ; Brigantes, Stater, A, said to be unique (34) ; Anglo- 

Saxon gold Sceatta (44) ; Pennies of Ofi'a King of Mercia, with, and 

without bust (53-54); Cynethryth, widow of Offa (55); Ceolnoth 
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Archbishop of Canterbury, with bust (57) ; St. Peter of York (GO) ; 

Aethelwulf of Wessex, without bust (61); Alfred tbe Clreat, with 

bust, and monogram of London (63); Harthacnut, with bust, Win¬ 

chester (77); Danish type, without bust (78); Stephen, “ flag type ” 

(L37); Robert de Ferrers, Earl of Derby (138); Bigod, Earl of Nor¬ 

folk (141); William Peverell, Earl of Nottingham (142); Eustace 

Fitzstephen, York mint (147) ; Eustace Fitzjohn, without mint name 

(148) ; Empress Matilda, with bust and mint name (149-152) ; Earl 

Henry, afterwards Henry II, with bust (153); Stephen, unpublished 

type, of an uncertain mint (166); Edward III, Noble, N, of third 

coinage (20th year) 1346 (171); Anglo-Gallic Florin of Aquitaine, 

N (178); Richard II, London Penny, light coinage (194), and Half¬ 

penny of same coinage (195) ; Henry Y, London Groat, stiuck ficm 

obv. die of Henry IV, and adapted to Henry V by stamping upon it 

a mullet, tbe rev. die being an ordinary one of Henry A7 (199); 

Henry VI, Noble, early variety of tbe “trefoil” coinage (203); 

Edward IV, London Penny of heavy coinage, 11*8 grs. (222); 

Edward V, Angel, m. m. rose-and-sun on both sides (227) ; Richard 1 11, 

London Llalf Groat (232); Durham Penny of Bishop Sherwood (233) ; 

London Halfpenny (234); Perkin AY a r beck Anglo-Gallic Groat (243); 

Henry VIII, Sovereign, of thiid coinage (245) ; George, Noble 

(247) ; Edward AH, Angel, of third coinage (259) ; Llalf Crown, A, 

of second coinage (265); Mary, Ryal, 1553, Queen in ship (274); 

Philip and Mary, Half Groat (278); Elizabeth, Ryal, Queen in ship 

(280); James T, Spur Ryal, King in ship (293); Fifteen-shilling 

Piece, lion sejant (294) ; Charles I, Oxford Pound, “line work,” and 

compartment type (323); Celebrated Oxford Crown, At, by Rawlins, 

1644, with view of City under horse (325); Charles II, Petition 

Croavn, At, by Thomas Simon, 1663, with Petition on tbe edge (348), 

&c., including a few very fine Milled Coins in gold and silver. 

SOTHEBY, WILKINSON & HODGE. 

June, 1917. 
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CATALOGUE 
OF 

THE VALUABLE COLLECTION OF 

COINS AND MEDALS 
THE PROPERTY OF 

BERNARD ROTH, Esq. j.p. f.s.a. f.r.n.s. 

Kingswood, Enfield, Middlesex. 

FIRST DAY’S SALE. 

EARLY BRITISH COINS. 

Gold, Silver and Copper. 

ILvI _ 

UNINSCRIBED SERIES. 
LOT 

1 Gold.^ Uninscpibed Stateps, of the Whaddon Chase type (2), 

{Evans, c, 5, 6 and 7), portions of a debased laureate bust, and 

in the exergue on rev. is a wreath between two parallel straight 
lines, both fine " 9 

2 Uninscpibed Stateps, of the S. Ferriby Find, 1906 (2), one as 

(Evans, Supp. pi. xxm, 14), with an oblong compartment en¬ 

closing four large pellets above a disjointed horse to left; 
Anothep, gold-plated (Evans, xvii, 10), disjointed horse to left,' 
with circular body, with large pellets above and below 3 

Uninscpibed Stateps, of the S. Ferriby Find, 1906 (3), types as 

(Evans, xvii, 10), one with star below horse, fine 3 

4 Thpee otheps, of similar type, from the same Find, fine 3 

r> Thpee otheps, of similar type, from the same Find, one slightly 
varying in details on rev., fine 3 

I IS 
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12 
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Uninscribed Stater, as (Evans, b, 2), disjointed horse to right, 
below, a rosette, under the horse’s neck is a four-pointed star 

with curved rays; Another, of theWhaddon Chase type (Evans, SodL 

B, 10), plain and convex obverse, rev. triple-tailed horse with wheel 

below; and a Quarter Stater (Evans, A, 5) 3 

Uninscribed Staters (3), (Evans, b, 6), disjointed horse to left, 
with numerous globules above, and zigzag ornament in exergue ; 
(Evans, B, 8), disjointed and tail-less horse to right, with pellet 
below, and zigzag ornament in exergue; (Evans, B, 9), triple¬ 
tailed horse to right, with wheel below 3 

Uninscribed Quarter Staters (3), (Evans, e, 2), triple-tailed 
horse with mane, to right, ring ornament attached to his chest, 
above, a star, and below, a rosette, found at Selsey ; (Evans, E, 3), 
similar, but with wheel below horse; (Evans, E, 10), rev. object 
like a palm-tree between two oval protuberances, above, a trans¬ 
verse, crooked line, all fine, scarce 3 

Uninscribed Stater (Evans, D, 6), Guildford type, horse to right, 
with star with curved rays above, rosette in front, and wheel 
below horse ; wt. 83‘7 grs., very fine and rare [PI. I] 1 

Uninscribed Quarter Stater (Evans, e, 5), found at Bognor, 

Sussex, horse to right, with ring ornaments in front and on his 

hindquarters, and a star below, above the horse is a torque-shaped 
object; wt. 15'8 grs., very fine and rare [PI. I] 1 

11 Uninscribed Stater, attributed to the Iceni (Evans, Supp. xxm, 1), 
two crescents back to back, with their cusps forked, dividing four 
pellets, a trefoil of pellets above ; rev. horse to right, with rosette 
of seven pellets above and a star below ; wt. 82 grs., very fine 

and rare [PI. I] ! 

*** From the Freckenham Hoard, near Mildenhall, Suffolk, 1885. 

12 Uninscribed Icenian Stater (Evans, Supp. xxm, 6 var.), a cross 
composed of pellets, with a ring ornament in the centre, rev. 

maned horse to right, with voided head, above, a double com¬ 
partment of curved lines, in each of which are two pellets, below 
the horse is a cross or four-pointed star, wt. 78'2 grs. ; and an 

Uninscribed Stater (goldplated on copper), (Evans, c, 3 var.) 

a wolf-like animal standing to left, with flowing tail, and a bristly 
mane all along its back, with crescent and pellets above, and a 
pellet with curved tail below; both rare, the latter found at 
Marks Tey, Essex o 
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13 Silver. Quinarii of the Iceni {Evans, xvi, 6), horse with branched 

tail to right, with off fore-leg bisected, with ring ornaments above, 

below, and in front of him ; {Evans, xvj, 7 and 8), similar types 

(4), but with beaded circular compartment containing triangle, 

above horse, and a lozenge or diamond below; {Evans, xvi, 12, 

13, 14), bristling boar and horse types (3), with ring ornaments, 

&c.; all fine 8 

j 14 Quinarii of the Iceni {Evans, xvi, 9), boar and horse type, with an 

omega-shaped figure or sign with pellet in centre under horse ^ 

{fractured); {Evans, xvi, 12, 13, 14), similar (8), but without 

A, and with ring ornaments on both sides; Half Quinarii (5), 

weighing from 8’8 to 3'7 grs., similar types, some fine 14 

*** Chiefly from the South Ferriby Find in 1906. 

INSCRIBED SERIES. 

TINCOMMIUS temp. AUGUSTUS. 

15’ -Gold. Quarter Stater {Evans, Supp., xvm, 12), com.f on a 

sunken tablet, rev. bridled horse to left, ti above, and c below 

within a beaded circle, wt. 14'7 grs. f ide Num. Chron., N.S., 

vol. XVII, pi. x, fig. 5), very rare and well preserved, from the 

Selsey Find \ 

0 16 Quarter Stater, same type and references as before, but wt. 

15'2 grs., equally rare, but in finer state [PI. I] 1 

Co 17 

18 

JO. 

VER1CA. 

Gold. Stater {Evans, pi. n, 9), vi-ri divided by large vine leaf; 

rev. C-o divided by horseman to right, carrying behind him a 

long oval-pointed shield and spear, and springing from stage 

to stage, below horse, is F, the whole within a beaded circle ; 

wt. 81'8 grs., very fine and very rare [PI. I] l 

Stater {Evans, Supp. xix, 5), COMF1 within an incuse oblong tablet; 

rev. vir rex, horseman to right, with lituus-shaped object 

behind, the whole within a beaded circle ; tot. 82 grs., very fine 
and rare [PI. I] 2 

*** From the sale of “A Gentleman” (lot 85), 19/12/11. 

Quarter Stater {Evans, ii, 12), veric-comf in two lines across 

the field, above, an annulet, and below, a star of six rays ; rev. a 

horse with long bushy tail to right, above, a star of seven rays, 

and below, rex ; wt. 15‘7 grs., very fine and very rare [ PI. I] 1 

"N* From the Selsey Find. 

B 2 

2 

1 

D- 
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20 Quarter Stater (Frans, Supp. xix, 12 var.), ye in monogram ; 

rev. horse standing to left, above, a beaded ring ornament and 

small annulet, below, a ring ornament and annulet; ivt. 14 grs., 

very fine and rare [PI. I] 1 
*** From the Selsey Find. 

21 Quarter Stater (Evans, Supp. xix, 12), similar type, but with 

ring ornament and annulet conjoined below the horse ; wt. 17 j grs., 

fine and rare 1 
*** From the Selsey Find. 

EPATICCUS. 

22 Gold. Stater (Evans, vm, 12), tas-CIF divided by an ear of corn 

placed vertically, with two leaflets springing from its base ; 

rev. EPATTICV, nude horseman prancing to right, with javelin in 

his right hand and a large oval shield on his left arm, the whole 

within a beaded circle; ict. 83\ grs., extremely fine and of the 

highest rarity [PI. I] 1 
*** Found at Norton Bridge, five miles from "Witney, Oxon. 

23 Silver. Quinarius (Evans, vm, 13 and 14), epati, head of Her¬ 

cules to right in lion’s skin head-dress, behind, a lituus-shaped 

object, the whole within a beaded circle ; rev. uniuscribed, eagle 

with head turned to left, its wings expanded and standing upon 

a serpent, above the bird’s neck is a ring ornament, and a beaded 

circle surrounds the whole; wt. 19| grs., extremely fine and of 

great rarity [PI. I] 1 

*** Found near Witney, Oxon. 

CUNOBEL.INE (the “Cymbeline” of Shakespeare). 

24 Gold. Stater (Evans, Supp. xxu, 6 var.), ca-mv (Camulodunum 

= Colchester) divided by an ear of bearded corn; rev. bridled 

horse prancing to right, above, a curved branch between two 

pellets, cross in front of horse, and below, cvn., the whole within 

a beaded circle; wt. 81 grs., fine, and a rare variety [PI. I] 1 

25 Stater (Evans, ix, 1 and 2), camvl on an oblong tablet with beaded 

edges and ends curved inwards between two ring ornaments, and 

placed across a five-fold wreath, with heart-shaped objects in the 

angles ; rev. twro prancing horses to left, above, a large leaf and a 

pellet, below, a w heel of four spokes, and another pellet under 

the tail; in the exergue [cvnJobeli ; wt. 83\ grs., extremely fine 
and very rare [PI. I] i 
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26 Quarter Stater (Evans, ix, 13), ca-mv divided by an ear of 
corn ; rev. prancing horse to right, above, a branch, and below, 

cvn ; wt. 19 grs., fine et)id very rare [PI. I] 1 

27 Silver. Quinarius (Evans, x, 9), CVNO. Winged bust with bare and 

beardless head to right, the shoulders draped ; rev. TASClO. Sphinx 

seated to left upon an exergual line, within a beaded circle ; wt. 

18j grs., very fine and extremely rare [PI. 11 1 

*** From the Pollexfen, 1900 (lot 37), and Borstal, 1912 (lot 28) sales. 

28 Copper. Cupped three M (Evans, xn, 12), Pegasus prancing to 

left, below, camv, the whole within a beaded circle ; rev. cv-NO, 

divided by a Victory partially draped walking to right, and holding 

a garland in front of her; wt. 48'1 grs., very fine and extremely 

rare [PI. I] 1 

*** There was no specimen of this type in the Marsham, 1888, Mon¬ 
tagu, 1895, Pollexfen, 1900, Burstal, 1912, or Carlyon-Britton, 
1913, collections. 

29 Small /E (Evans, xiii, l), Head of Janus, below on a tablet, 

CVNO, the whole within a beaded circle; rev. CAMV on a tablet, 

beneath a sow to the right seated under a tree ; wt. 41 grs., very 

fine and very rare [PI- I] 1 

*** From the Yorke Moore, 1879 (lot 21), H. Montagu, 1895 (lot 144) 
and W. C. Hazlitt, 1909 (lot 1016) collections. 

3 6 

i • 

5 !Z 

ADDEDOMAROS. 

30 Gold. Staten (Evans, xiv, 6 var.), Star-shaped ornament formed 

of six curved wreaths with pointed ends, issuing from three voided 

crescents in the centre; rev. [addeJdoma, long-tailed horse 

prancing to right, with a beaded line running from top of neck to 

the chest; above, an object somewhat like a bucranium, two ring 

ornaments in front, and one under the horse’s tail ; below, an 

object like a cornucopia1., with three pellets at top ; wt. 84^ grs., 

very fine and rare [PI. I] 1 

31 Staten (Evans, xiv, l), an ornament formed of two crescents back 

to back, the cusps retorted, and in the interior of each crescent a 

chevron-shaped compartment enclosing five pellets, etc. ; rev. 

[add]edom, Horse prancing to right, with a large rosette above 

and below, and various s and ring ornaments in the field ; wt. 

85 grs., fine and very rare [PI. I] 1 

"** From the Pollexfen, 1900 (lot 3l), and Burstal, 1912 (lot 39) 
collections. 

$ to 

10 . 
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DUBNOVELLAUNUS. 

32 Gold. Stater1 {Evans, iv, 8, var.), two voided crescents back to 

back in centre of a wreath terminating in ring ornaments, on 

either side other ring ornaments ; rev. [dvbn]oviillavnvs, Horse 

galloping to left; above, a ring ornament; below, a branch and 

another ring ornament, and a pellet under horse’s head and tail ; 

ivt. 84\ grs., very fine and rare with so much of the name legible 

[PI I] 1 

*** From the ‘‘Astronomer,” 1906 (lot 5) collection. 

33 Staten, similar type and reference, but a variety reading AllAVNO ; 

wt. 82f grs., fine and rare 1 

*** From the O’Hagan, 1907 (lot 20) sale. 

THE BR1GANTES. 

34 Gold, Uninscnibed Staten {Evans, xvn, 12, var.), Cross-bar 

equally dividing a wreath across the field of the coin, and termi¬ 

nating in three crescents, in each of which is a pellet; rev. an 

extremely barbarous horse to left, with three pellets in front, and 

below, a large six-pointed star; wt. 72 grs., fine and of very base 

gold, presumed to be unique by the late Mr. Bernard Both [PI. I ] 1 

*** From the South Fti-riby Find, near Barton on Humber. 

o-j Uninscnibed Staten, of similar type and reference, but a variety 

with large pellet and eight-pointed star below the horse ; wt. 
86£ grs., fine and rare [PI. I] 1 

* Fi om the South Ferriby Find, as also the two following lots. 

36 Uninscnibed Statens (2) {Evans, xvn, 7, var.), one is plain on the 

convex side, but the other coin shows traces of a very debased 

form of the laureate head of its Macedonian prototype ; both re¬ 

verses are similar to that in the previous lot, but differ in having 

a six-pointed star below the horse, the former weighs 84 grs. and 

the latter 85 grs., one {the former) very fine, both rare 2 

37 Uninscnibed Staten {Mum, Chron., IV, S., 1909,Part I,p, 7), large 

floral trefoil extending to edge of coin, with a central rose’tte of 

seven pellets within a circle, between each leaf (which has a well- 

defined midrib) is a solid crescent with horns turned inwards ; 

rev. a rude disjointed horse to left, which Mr. Bernard Roth 

quotes (in his short paper as above) to be very similar to the rev. 
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Lot 37—continued. 
of Num. Chron. IV, S., vol. VIII, pi. n, 6 (in reference to his 

interesting and more lengthy paper on A large hoard of gold 

and silver Ancient British Coins of the Brigantes, found at South 

Ferriby, Lincolnshire”), which it resembles in having “in the 

centre of the horse, between the abdomen and buck, a peculiar 

boot-shaped object, with the toe part directed upwaids, and the 

heel to the right, which only exists on this single specimen of the 

whole series” ; wt. 85’8 grs., extremely fine and excessively rare 

[PI. I] 1 
*** The late Mr. Bernard Roth was almost disposed to regard this 

piece as a pattern, on account of the obverse being so well-designed, 
so original, and so different from all other obverses on Ancient 

British coins. 

38 Uninscribed Stater (Num. Chron., IV, S., vol. 1 III, pi. n, 6), ^ 

traces of the wreath, etc. of the degenerate head ; rev. Barbarous 

and disjointed horse to left, with the peculiar boot-shaped object 

in the centre, as on the coin in previous lot, two ring ornaments 

above and star below ; wt. 83^ grs. Inscribed piece in silver, 

type of Stater as (Evans, XVII, 1), VO_LJ_SI_OS in two lines in a 

double compartment across a wreath, etc. ; rev. DVM NO CO VER OS, 

around a disjointed and open-mouthed horse to left; below the 

head, a triangle of pellets, and one pellet below the tail; wt. 

44a grs., both fine and rare, the former from the South Ferriby 

hoard 2 

39 Silver. Inscribed Quinarius, dvmno between two parallel lines ^ 

across a wreath ; rev. TIG1R over horse to right, with open mouth, 

three pellets under neck and one below tail ; in front and below 

horse are traces of letters which are illegible ; wt. 12 grs., very fine 

and extremely rare, unpublished, and considered by the late Mr. Iloth 

to be unique, but it has been repaired by Mr. Ready [PI. I] 1 

*** Found at South Ferriby, Lincolnshire. 

Copper. Inscribed /E, type of gold Stater (Evans, xvn, 5), a 

wreath crossed by a bar terminating each end in a crescent with % S 

horns turned outwards, from each of which issues a rosette of 

pellets ; rev. an extremely rude horse to left, with a pellet under 

its head, and a triangle of pellets below the tail ; above the horse 

is ver (Verulamium 1), and below CORF; wt. 6O4 grs., very fine 

and extremely rare, with a nice patina [PI. I] 1 

*** Ploughed up on the moor at North Kelsey, Lincolnshire, in the 
summer of 1879. 
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BULLET AND RING MONEY. 

41 Gold. Ancient British or Gaulish “Bullet” Stater, uninscribed, 

with star of four points on one side, the other being apparently 

plain; tot. 111 ’8 grs., fine and interesting, as having been found 

m company with a gold British stater of the Whaddon Chase type 

(Evans, b, 8) at /Soissons, in France 1 

42 Ancient British “Ring Money,” penannular form, tapering from the 

thickest part, which is fluted, to the thinnest part which is plain ; 
tot. 36'7 grs. 1 

*** Found at Selsey. 

43 Irish Ring Money” of thick penannular form, and plain (gold-plated 

on copper), a contemporaneous forgery; wt. 160 grs., open at both 

ends exposing the copper beneath, fine and interesting 1 

*** The above was found under a ruined round tower at Youghal, co. 
Cork, and was from the Cove-Jones, 1911 (lot 281) sale. 

* 

ANGLO-SAXON COINS. 

SCEATTAS. 

44 Gold. Sceatta (Num. Cliron. vol. vi, pp. 171-173, see pi. i), obv. 

[F]in, Laureate head to right; rev. rude letters v^ivf around a 

cross potent, very rare, but only well preserved on obv., fine on 
rev. [PI. I] j 

*** From the Humphrey Wood of Rochester and Chatham, 1905 
(lot 128) collection, and found near Rochester. 

45 Merovingian Triens of Riomus (Be Belfort, tom. m, 3798 var.), 

Lust to right, with diadem and head-dress of pearls, surrounded _ • 

by illegible lettering; rev. hadocclvcd mon, and in centre rioco 

in the angles of a cross pattee, within a beaded penannular object; 
tot. 19 "5 grs., very fine, rare j 

* hound at Bourton-on-the-Y ater, Gloucestershire, about the vear 
1850. 

46 biliet. Sceattas (4), (B. M. Cat. pi. n, 6), degraded form of head <>. 

to right; rev. W within a beaded square compartment, around 
which are crosses, all very fine 4 

47 Sceattas (3), (B.M. tat. pi. 11, 6) as before; and another similar 

to B. M. Cat. pi. 11, 5, but a variety with on before the degraded 

type of head, and rev. a smaller beaded square compartment con¬ 
taining 0 only, all very fine 
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48 Sceatta, obv. {Dud. 2, 10), with ovo behind, and three Runic letters 

in front, of diademed head to light, rev. as (Dud. 2, 18), cross in 

centre with pellet in each angle; another (Dud. 1, 7 var.), de¬ 

graded head, rev. M in beaded square compartment; another 

(Dud. 1, 18), degraded head changed into a bird to right, with 

cross below neck, rev. blundered form of within beaded square 

compartment, all very fine and rare, the first from the L. A. 

Lawrence, 1903 (lot 7) sale 3 

^o. 

49 Sceattas (2), (B. 31. Cat. pi. i, 5), Diademed bust to right, behind 

A, and in front Tic, rev. H within a beaded square compartment, 

rev. Tfl within a beaded square compartment, with triangular 

ornament enclosing three pellets above, and cross below ; another 

(B. 31. Cat. pi. ii, l), Diademed bust to right with long cross in 

front, rev. Beaded square compartment containing three crosses 

and a triangle of pellets, with annulet enclosing pellet in centre, 

the first ttvo very fine, and the last rare 3 

*** The two first are from the Rashleigh, 1909 (lot 13) sale. 

50 Sceatta (B. 31. Cat. pi. i, 12), Diademed bust to right, behind oao, 

and in front three Runic characters, rev. in beaded square 

compartment surrounded by crosses; another as (B. 31. Cat. 

pi. hi, 18 var.), Rude head facing with radiated hair and beard, 

on either side, a cross, rev. Dragon-like animal to left, with head 

turned to right towards its raised hind-paw, both very fine and 
rare 2 

51 Sceatta (B. 31. Cat. pi. ill, 9 var.), Diademed head to right within 

beaded circle, rev. Bird on cross upon three steps, with two annu¬ 

lets on each side, the whole within a circle of dots in form of a 

serpent swallowing its tail (emblem of Eternity) ; two other 

vaiieties as pi. in, 10 and 11, with long cross, and annulet re¬ 

spectively in front of busts, all with meaningless legends, very 
fine 3 

*** From the Rashleigh, 1909 (lot 26) sale. 

52 Sceattas (2), (Dud. 1, 17), Diademed head to right, rev. Bird on 

cross between two annulets, one variety with cross in front of 

biid , another as (B. 31. Cat. pi. in, 29), two heads vis-a-vis with 

long cross on pedestal between them, rev. four rudely shaped birds 

arianged in form of a swastica, within a beaded circle, all fine 
and rare 3 

* One of the first two, found near Ilchester, along with four other 
coins. 

2 • 
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PENNY SERIES—SILVER. 

id • 

q 15 

CYNETHRYTH (widow of Offa), a.d. 796. 

55 Penny, with bust (Hud. 5, 2 tJar.), e : obA in front of draped bust of 

Queen to right, with hair coiled at top and back of head, behind, 

a long cross and three pellets; rev. + Lene'Sre'8 reginA, and in 

centre an outer beaded circle containing an inner circle enclosing 

a Mercian cd and several pellets ; wt. 18 grs., very fine and of the 

highest rarity [PI. II] 1 

*** From the Pembroke, 1848 (lot 16), Shepherd, 1885 (lot 17), 
Montagu, 1895 (lot 225), and “ Astronomer,” 1906 (lot 92) sales. 

COENWULF, 796-822. 

56 Penny, with bust (Hud. 6, 11), +doenvvLf rex cd, legend com¬ 

mencing behind head, diademed bust to light; rev. -Fdiorcdod 

cdonetA, a voided cross-crosslet with wedges in the divisions and 

pellet in centre; wt. 2l| grs., very fine and rare [PI. II] 1 

*** From the Doulton, 1888 (lot 4), and Rev. G. F. Crowther, 1904 
(lot 4) sales. 

MERCIA. 

OFFA, 757-796. 

53 Penny, without bust, obv. as Hud. 5, 33, with rev. as 5, 32, 

+ o--ff"Ar"ex arranged in the angles of a large cross pommee, 

with smaller cross in centre, the termination of each limb of which 

has a pellet on either side ; rev. EALREb preceded by a long cross 

of pellets, arranged in the angles of a large cross-crosslet with 

annulet in centre enclosing a rosette of pellets, other pellets in 

various parts of the field; wt. 19l grs., very fine, unpublished, 

and an extremely rare combination of types [PI. II] 1 

*** From the Murdoch, 1903 (lot 18), sale. 

54 Penny, with bust, obv. as Hud. iv, 15, with rev. as Hud. IV, 18, 

+ ovf-f‘A:rve-x +1 bare-headed bust to right with extended 

truncation, and large pellet below ; rev. A’L:HMVNb: in three lines 

within a serpentine wreath ; wt. 19 grs., very fine and very rare 

[PI. II] 1 

*** From the Marsham, 1888 (lot 59), and Moon, 1901 (lot 5) sale s 
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ARCHBISHOP OF CANTERBURY. 

CEOLNOTH, 833-870. 

57 Penny, with bust {Fad. 13, 1 var. and B.M. Cat. vo/. J XII, 10), 
+ceolnod :vrlhiep, full-faced and tonsured bust extending to 

edge of coin, with a triangle of pellets each side of neck; rev. U- lS- 

+ biXrnred mo within the limbs of a voided cross extending to 

edge of coin, and nets' in the angles ; wt. 19f grs., extremely fine, 

rare [PI. II] 1 

I 0 

NOKTHUMBEIA. 

58 Stycas FE of Eanred, moneyers eSdvini (2), fordred, and monne, 

usual types of cross on either side; Ethelred II, moneyers Slghere, 

fordred, leofdegn, same types, and monne with annulet enclosing 

pellet on either side ; Redwulf, moneyer fordred, cross on each 

side ; Eanbald Abp. York, silver Styca, moneyer eSdvvlf, a circle 

of pellets enclosing a larger pellet on either side ; Abp. Wigmund, 

moneyers edelhelm, and edilveSrd (2), cross on either side, all 

fine, and the Fedwnlf and Eanbald rare 12 

59 Cnut (Gtflhred), circa 877-894. Penny {B.M. Cat. vol. I, pi. xxv, l), 

CNVT rex arranged around and in the angles of a cross pattee, 

rev. +cvn net *:-ti :• and in centre a beaded circle containing 

a cross pattee with a pellet in two of its angles ; another as B. 31. 

Cat. pi. xxv, 3, legend as before, but disposed around a patriarchal 

cross, and on rev. it reads + CVNNTI.; Siefred,894-898, Penny 

{B. 31. Cat. vol. I, pi xxvi, 9), +si ef red vs, small cross pattee 

surrounded by pellets, within a beaded circle, rev. +rex disposed 

around a cross-crosslet, with four pellets in each angle ; and an 

East Anglian Penny of St. Eadmund {B. 31. Cat. vol. I, pi. xix, 7), 

usual 7C and cross type, all very fine and the Siefred rare 4 

SAINT PETER OF YORK, circa 905-941. 

Penny {Bud. App. 29, 28), sciietimo in two lines divided by a sword 

to light, with crescent and two pellets at its point, above and 

below, a cross pattee; rev. +ticieaioi (unmeaning legend), and in 

centre the hammer of Thor within a beaded circle; wt. 19-3 grs., 

extremely fine and rare [PI. II] i 

*** From the Bergne, 1873 (lot 105), Marsham, 1888 (lot 105), Mon- 
tagu, 1895 (lot 448), and Murdoch, 1903 (lot 55) sales. 

2 2 
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WESSEX. 

AETHELWULF, 838-858. 

61 Canterbury Penny, without bust 15, 5), + edel + vvlf + 

rex, and in centre doribi within a circle ; rev. + mSninE monets 

followed by LSnti in centre within inner circle ; wt. 20'4 grs., 

fine and very rare [PI. II] 1 

AETHELBEARHT, 858-866. 

62 Penny, with bust (Bud. 15, 1), + SedelbeSrht . rex, bare-headed 

bust to right breaking through inner circle and extending to edge 

of coin; rev. +o-shere cco within the limbs of a beaded voided 

cross, and nets in the angles ; wt. 22i grs., fine and rare 1 

ALFRED THE GREAT, 871-901. 

63 London Penny, with bust (B. M. Cat. vol. II, pi. v, 3), .elfr edrex 

divided by diademed and armoured bust to right; rev. large 

monogram of LONDONIA with six pellets above and four below, 

but no pellets in o of monogram ; wt. 22 J grs., very fine and rare 

[PI. II] ~ 1 

*** From the Nunn, 1901 (lot 83) sale. 

64 Oxford. Penny, without bust (Rud. 16, 11), elfred+ orsns 

fords in three lines across the field, with pellets above and below ; 

rev. bernvSld mo in two lines divided by three crosses, a triangle 

of pellets above and below ; wt. 22^ grs., very fine, scarce 1 

EADWEARD THE ELDER, 901-925. 

65 Penny, with bust (Rud. 16, 4 var.), +eSdvveSrd rex, diademed 

and draped bust to left; rev. wlf redm-o in two lines across the 

field, divided by three pellets, and above and below, a triangle of 

pellets; wt. 24 grs., very fine and very rare [PI. II] l 

*** From the Montagu, 1895 (lot 577), and Murdoch, 1903 (lot 97) 
collections. 

AETHELSTAN, 925-941. 

66 Penny, with bust (Rud. 17, 8), + /EDel£tan rex, crowned and 

draped bust to right, extending to edge of coin ; rev. + fredSrd 

mone rr, small cross pattee in centre ; ivt. 2li grs., fine and rare, 

but part of edge ragged [PI. II] 1 

*** From the Montagu, 1895 (lot 639) collection. 

3 ,3 
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EADRED, 946-955. 

67 Penny, with bust (Rud. 19, 1), + eadred rex, crowned and draped 

bust to right, extending to edge of coin ; rev. + mYneLhin monet, 

small cross pattee in centre; ivt. 20i grs., very fine, and rare 

[PI. II] 1 

*** From the Murdoch, 1903 (lot 121) sale. 

SOLE MONARCHS. 

EADGAR, 959-975. 

68 Pennies, without bust (4), one as llud. 21, 12, + eYdBYr rex, 

small cross pattee in centre; rev. hro dylf in two lines divided 

by a cross between two annulets, and above and below, a rosette 

of pellets ; the others as llud. 21,9, revs, eynv lfmo, hild emoi, 

and more hvn respectively in two lines, divided by three crosses 

pattees, with a triangle of pellets above and below, all fine, the 

first rare 4 

AETHELRED II, 979-1016. 

69 

70 

Pennies, Hand of Providence type, as llud. 22, 9, + leofriL m~o 

lima (Lymne) ; {llud. 22, 13), +o£Lvtel m-o lvnd (London), 

and + s iDEpiNE m-o rofel (Rochester) ; four other Pennies, 

Voided cross and lozenge type {llud. 22, 1), + leofjtine mo LEir. 

(Chester) ; + lejzine moo lje^e (Lewes) ; + bod^ine m • o lvnd 

(London) ; + eYd]7erd moo rof (Rochester), all fine, some rare 

mints 7 

Penny, Hand of Providence type {Hild. B, 1, var. a), bust to left, 

+ leofvelm m-o ^Lrob (Shrewsbury) ; Another, of “Crux” 

type {llud. 22,4), + leof^tYn m-o lvnd (London), both very 

fine, and the former a very rare variety, and mint [PI. II] 2 

CANUTE, 1016-1035. 

71 Penny, long voided cross and quatrefoil type {llud. 23, 7), King’s 

name reading from left to right, +breteeol mo eo (York); 

five others of the short voided cross with annulet and pellet centre 

type {Rud. 22, 1), + bobs onn dofr v (Dover) ; + hvnemynon 

elx (Exeter) ; +eodbod on lvnde ■.• (London) ; +leof]7ine 

on nodi : (Norwich) ; +leofFineon sty (Stamford), all fine, 

some scarce mints 6 

U- to 
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72 Penny, short voided cross with annulet and pellet centre (Dud. 22, l), 

+ /edestsn ON J7i (Winchester) ; Pennies (2), long voided cross 

and quatrefoil type (Ilks. 212), +folhrd mo pip (Ipswich); 

{End. 23, 8), + JwlfjitAn on lent (Canterbury); Others (5), 

short voided cross with double annulet centre, and pellet in 

annulet in each angle {Mud. 23, 19), + .axfsiee on JzinEes (Win¬ 

chester) ; +ALFJ70L • D ON J7IHR (WORCESTER) ; + EYDJ7INE MO 

heo (Thetford) ; +r.ODj7iNE on J7^eri (Warwick), all fine, some 

scarce mints 7 

73 

HAROLD I, 1035-1040. 

Penny, cross of four ovals containing wedges issuing from a double 

annulet and pellet centre {Bud. 24, 2), + snell on leieLee : 

(Chester), very fine, and a scarce mint 1 

74 Penny, long voided cross with annulet and pellet centre, with lisand 

two pellets in each angle (Hild. b), + sJ7rtiin on line (Lincoln) ; 

Another variety, with trefoil of pellets in each angle {Hild. B, 

car. a), + /Edmar on elxe (Exeter ), both fine, and latter a scarce 

variety 2 

75 Pennies (2) {Hild. b), as before, +leofno» on leil (Chester); 

+ lifine on oexe (Oxford), both very fine, and the latter a scarce 

mint 2 

76 Pennies (2) {Hild. b), as before, -fbeorn on eoe (York) ; and 

{/hid. 24, 2), +SJ7ERTEBRA ON li (Ltncoln), both fine 2 

5 5 

7 7 

HARTHACNUT, 1040-1042. 

77 Penny {Mad. 24, 1), +hArdyenvt re, diademed bust to right; rev. 

+ eodJ7ineon JMne (Winchester), four ovals arranged crosswise 

issuing from a double annulet and pellet centre, very fine and rare 

[PI. II] ^ 1 

78 Penny, without bust {Mud. pi. d, 40, engraved from this coin), 

+ hard AEnvt rex in dXno in four lines across the field, with 

pellet above and below ; rev. + YLFfARD on lvnd (London), four 

dotted segments of a circle forming a wide voided cross, with a 

pellet in each limb, and a larger one in the centre; vet. 16 grs., 

fine and extremely rare [PI. II] j 

*** Although this coin is of a Danish type, ALFfALD is a known London 
moneyer in this and the next reign, and the fact of Harthacnut 
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Lot 78—continued. 

styling himself only “ King in Denmark,” would show that this 
piece was struck after his succession to the English throne. This 
interesting piece was purchased for Mr. Jonathan llasbleigh, at 
the Cuff, 1854 (lot 592) sale, and was sold at his sale, 1909 (lot 
312), where the late Mr. Bernard Roth acquired it. 

EADWEARD THE CONFESSOR, 1042-1066. 

79 Aylesbury (HiId. g), + J7vlfrerd. on mta. ; Bedford {HiId. a), 

+ GODflNE ON. BEDEFO ; (Ilild. l), + J7VLFRIL ON BED; BRISTOL 

(IDId. E), + /EDESTYN ON BRILSTO ; CANTERBURY (HiId. e), 

+ EDJ7ERD ON LYTfE REE; CAMBRIDGE (HUd. f), + ELFfN ON 

bran tee, all fine, the Bristol piece mended, the first a very rare 
mint 6 

**K The second, fourth, fifth and sixth are from the City hoard. 

80 Taunton (Hild. g), + brihril on tYnt :; Thetford (Hild. g) (2), 

+ Ytser on detfo, and + blYlere on Tiodfo ; (Hild. A, var. c), 

+ blylere on deotf ; Wallingford (Hild. f), +brihtril on 

fYu, all fine 5 

*** Two, three and four from the City hoard. 

81 Cricklade (Hild. f), + leofred on droL; Derby (Hild. e), + leof- 

FINE ON DEOR ; (Ilild. A, Var. c), + FROMA ON DORA; DORCHESTER 

(Hild. f, var. b), + blY lymyn on dor, unpublished type for this 

rare mint-, Dover (Mild, a, var. c), + leoleJM on dofe ; (Hild. 

g), + Lin w tYn on dofer, all fine, and rare mints 6 

*** All the above coins are from the City hoard. 

82 Guildford (Ilild. h), +blylemYn on gil ; Gloucester (Hild. g), 

+ J7VLFJ7YRD ON r,LE]7ELE ; (Hild. b), + leofnod on dle ; 

Hastings (Hild. g), -fdvninl on flest ; Hereford (Hild. a, 

var. c), + ERNfiG on heref ; Huntingdon (Ilild. g), + lodTine 

on hvnte, all fine, and chiefly rare mints 6 

* All (except the Hastings Penny) are from the City hoard. 

83 Ilchester (Hild. f, var. b), + eieljzin on lifell; (Hild.g), +godril 

ON GIFELL ; LEWES (Ilild.. g), +OmJ"OLD : ON L/EpE ; LEICES¬ 

TER (Hild. f, var. b), +^lfsid on leiles ; Lincoln (Ilild. g), 

+ LODRIL ON LINLOL ; LONDON (Hild. b), + BVRNREI ON LVN? 

all fine, some scarce mints 5 

W* One, four and five are from the City hoard. 
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84 London (Hild. a, var. c), + /elfJ/Ard on lvnde ; (Hild. e), 

FAiLFflNE ON LVND ; (Hild. F, VCtr. b), + LOLDSIE ON LVND 

(Hild. g), -fTvlfegAr on lvnd ; Maldon (Hild. e), -fd/e jei 

on M/el ■ dvn • e, unpublished type for this rare mint; Malmes¬ 

bury (Hild. a, var. c), +rihiJ"i on malme, unpublished type for 

this rare mint; Norwich (Hild. f, var. b), + leofjune on nor, 

all fine, some rare mints 7 

*** One, two, five and six are from the City hoard. 

& 

Norwich (Hild. f), cross-topped sceptre, + lioJ7ine o nordJ"i ; 

(Hild. g), + dorstan o nor; Oxford (Hild. f), -fedjtine on 

oxene ; Rochester (Hild. h), -flifjune on rofe ; Romney 

(Hild. a), + JWi.m/Er on rvmed ; Sandwich (Hild. b), + fareIiir 

on sue; Shrewsbury (Hild. e), + P’vlmer on sEreob; all fine, 

and rare mints g 

*** All these coins are from the City hoard. 

86 Stamford (Hild. f, var. b), lis-topped sceptre, + lefrill on :?tanf • 

STEYN1NG (Hild. h), -f-fVLFRlL ON mT^N; SOUTHAMPTON, a Very 

i are variety of Hild. g, without the inward curves terminating the 

limbs of the voided cross, + JWlfnod on hAmtv ; (Hild. e), 

+ LEOFJ7INE ON HTMT ; SUDBURY (Hild. g), + FOLLflNE ON 

svdbvi (rare), all fine, some rare mints 5 

*** Three, four and five are from the City hoard. 

87 St. Edmundsbury (Hild. f, var. b), lis-topped sceptre, +morbere 

on EDM ; Hild. g, a very rare variety, with cross in two angles of 

the voided cross, + morlere on eAdmvn; Southwark (Hild. f), 

cross-topped sceptre, + sJ7etman on svdg ; (Hild. a, var. c), 

-fosmvnd on svde (2); Tamworth (Hild. g), + brvninl on ta, 

all fine and rare mints g 

*** All these coins are from the City hoard. 

88 Chichester (Hild. h), +bodJ7ine on lice ; Colchester (Hild. e), 

+ BRYNHVSE on LOL • E : ; (Hild. g), + diormAn ON LOLELL ; 

Leicester (Hild. g), felril on lehrele; (Hild. a, var. c), 

+ lodril ON LEHR; Sudbury (Hild. F, var. b), sceptre with tre¬ 

foil of pellets at top, F FOLLfiNE on svdi, all fine and rare mints 6 

*** All (except no. 3) are from the City hoard. 

89 Wallingford (Hild. g), -pbrad on f alinle ; Warwick (Hild. e) 

-FLVFINL ON J~.ERINLj~lL ; WATCHET (Hild. e), + GODLILD ON 

<Ao 



Lot 89—continued. 

f klet; Wilton (Hiid. a, var. c), + f invs on yiltv ; Canterbury 

(Ifild. i), + a:elfJ7Ard on l'Vn, all fine, and rare mints 5 

*** All these coins (except the last) from the City Hoard. 

90 Steynjng (Hi Id. f, var. b), lis sceptre, + J"vlfril on st/En ; Win¬ 

chester (Hild. G), + LIOFfOLD ONJ7INLST; WALLINGFORD(Hild.E), 

Sovereign type, + brihtril on Jzali ; Wilton (Hild. f, var. b), 

lis sceptre, 4- dvrLil on f iltvn, all very fine 4 

The two last from the City Hoard. 

91 Winchester, Mule type (Hild. i, with Harold II), + es’dJ7Yrd re, 

bust, with arched crown to right, with sceptre; rev. +sJ7earting 

on Tb and across the field, between two parallel beaded lines, is 

the word pAx) very fine, and extremely rare [PI. II] 1 

HAROLD II, 1066. 

92 Lewes (Hild. a), harold rex ang, bust with sceptre to left, +o£J7old 

on LEfEEl, and PWx across the field ; York (Hild. ft), + [io] letel 

on eoferi, both fine, and the former a rare mint under this 
reign 2 

93 Hereford (Hild. a, var. a), + elJ7ri on herefordi, crowned bust 

to left, without sceptre, very fine, and an unpublished type for this 
rare mint [PI. 11] I 

Vr From the Montagu, 1896 (lot 179) sale. 

94 Steyning (Hild. a), crowned bust, with sceptre to left, +dermon 

on STEni, very fine, a very rare mint [PI. II] \ 

"** From the Montagu, 1896 (lot 170) sale. 

95 Wilton (Hild. a), crowned bust, with sceptre to left, + G/entJ"ine 

on f, very fine, and scarce form of moneyed s name \ 

POST CONQUEST. 

96 

97 

WILLIAM I, 1066-1087. 

Lincoln (llks. 234), “Bonnet” type, +J7illemv rex : rev 

ON line, very fine, and a rare mint for this type 
+ ielmer 

1 

London ( 

rev. + 
Hks. 238), 1st two stars” type, +Tillem rex Snelo ; 

brihtm/er on lvn, very fine and scarce l 
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98 Oxford (Hks. 236), “Canopy” type, + Jhllemvs rex ■ rev. + godjmne 

on oxene, very fine, and a rare mint for this type [PI. II] 1 

99 Romney (Hies. 233), “Harold” type, +illemv rex i; rev. + Fvlfmjer 

on rv; Thetford, same type, + J7illemvs rex n, rev. +gopJ7ine 

on diotf, both fine and scarce mints 2 

*** The former from the Montagu, 1888 (lot 71), and Marsham, 1888 
(lot 219) sales. 

100 Shaftesbury (Hi's. 239), “Profile sceptre” type, +J7illelm rex ; 

rev. 4- LintJ/Ine on sLie, very fine and rare, unpublished of this 

mint [PI. II] 1 

*** From the L. A. Lawrence, 1903 (lot 60) sale. 

101 Stafford (Ills. 234), “Bonnet” type, +J7illemv rex i ; rev. 

+ Fvlfnod on st/Eff, fine, and a very rare mint [PI. II] 1 

102 Wilton (His. 238), “1st two stars” type, + J7illem rex jtni ; 

rev. +ielf|7ine on J7iltv, very fine, and a rare mint under this 

type, no specimen being in the Rashleigh or Carlyon-Britton 

sales [PI. Ill] 1 

103 Winchester (Hks. 243), “ Sword and quadrilateral ornament ” type, 

+ J7illemv rexY; rev. + GODfiNE on J7inEi, extremely fine, and 

scarce [PI. Ill] 1 

104 Chichester (Hks. 241),“ Pax ” type, with annulet on right shoulder, 

+ BRVMftN ON LIL; Salisbury, same type, but with trefoil of 

pellets on right shoulder, + godJHne on sier ; Thetford, same 

type, + lELFflNE ON DTF ; WALLINGFORD, as before, + IEGLJ7INE 

on yxli ; Winchester, as before, + iestAn on J~inle, all fine 5 

WILLIAM II (Rufus), 1087-1100. 

105 Thetford (Hks. 214), “Profile sword” type, + Jullelm rex i ; rev 

+ neloll on dtfrdi, fine and rare, and an uncommon moneyer 

[PI. Ill] 1 
*** From the Cuff, 1854 (lot 685), Bergne, 1873 (lot 312), Brice and 

Montagu collections. 

106 Ipswich (Hks. 248), “Sceptre and Star” type, +J7illelm re; 

rev. +IELFRIL on gipi, very fine, and a very rare type for this 

mint [PI. Ill] I 
*** From the Brice and Montagu, 1896 (lot 261), and Murdoch, 1903 

(lot 205) collections. 
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LajA V 

* 

HENRY I, 1100-1135. 

107 Canterbury (Hks. 257, typevi), henrl rex, full faced bust with 

sceptre; rev. + J^vlfril on lttn, open quatrefoil enclosing four 

annulets in the angles, well preserved (but has been mended), and 

considered by Mr. Andrew to be unique for this type of the mint 
[PI. Ill] ' ‘ i 

*** From the L. A. Lawrence, 1903 (lot 102) collection. Mr. Andrew, 
in his “Numismatic History of Henry I,” says “This coin further 
supports the suggestion (on p. 132) that the Abbot of St. Augus¬ 
tine’s maintained his right to a moneyer at Canterbury.” 

108 Canterbury (H/cs. 255, type xv), + Iienrilvs, crowned bust three- 

quarters left, with sceptre; rev. + J7inedai on Lantvr, cross- 

fleury upon a square with concave sides, terminating in fleurs, 

and enclosing four pellets, an unusually fine specimen, and very 
rare in this state \ 

**" From the Allen, 1899 (lot 366), and L. A. Lawrence, 1903 
(lot 93) collections. 

109 Canterbury (Hks. 265, type xiu), + Iienrilvs r, crowned bust 

with sceptre to left; rev. + edjtine on lanta, open lozenge, 

terminating in lis at the corners, with star in centre, and a trefoil 

of annulets in each angle, a very fine example of this rare type 
[PI. Ill] ‘ j 

*** From the L. A. Lawrence, 1903 (lot 107) sale, where the 
moneyers name was incorrectly read as EDMVND. 

110 Chichester (Hum. Chron. vol. IV, p. 146), Iienrilvs, bust in 

helmet and armour to right, with sceptre; rev. + w[il]lem on cr^t, 

cross fleury upon a square, with concave sides terminating in 

fleurs, and enclosing four pellets (Hks. 255 = W. J. A. xv), fine, 

and of extreme rarity, if not unique, but cracked at edge [ PI. 111] 1 

In reference to this extraordinary piece, Mr. W. J. Andrew wrote 
to Mi. Beinaid Roth : It is not one of Henry I, but belongs to 
the class of so-called Baronial coins of the next reign. Mr. L. A. 
Lawrence has one identical with it, both obverse and reverse, 
except that the obv. legend is “wiLLELMVS”; yours is one of the 
most interesting in the whole series.” Mr. Andrew may be right 
in his assumption, but as a sale catalogue is not the place to 
discuss the correct or incorrect attribution of a coin, we must 
leave the solution to the purchaser, who may or may not be 
disposed to accept Mr. Andrew’s suggestion. This coin is from 
the Hollis, Dymock, 1858 (lot 184), Murchison, 1866 (lot 27) 
A hitbourn, 1869 (lot 145), Neck, and Webb, 1894 (lot 27), and 
Montagu, 1896 (lot 291) sales. 
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111 London (Hks. 262, W. J. A. xiv), +1ienrilvs rex, full faced Oust 

crowned, with sceptre, and to right of head, a star ; rev. + ordgar : 

on : lvnden : a voided cross of four ovals, each limb terminating 

in a trefoil of annulets, enclosing a cross of pellets with star in 

centre, between each oval a pheon-shaped object, over one of which 

is stamped an escallop shell, very fine, and very rare [PI. Ill j 1 

*** From sale at Sotheby’s, 17/5/1905 (lot 217). This coin is now 
considered to be an ecclesiastical piece of the Abbey of Reading, 
and struck by one of the royal moneyers at London, who coined 
and held an exchange there for and on behalf of the Abbot. 
Some of the coins thus struck for the Abbey are distinguished 
from the ordinary currency of London by annulets, but in this 
case the more locally interesting mark of the escallop shell (the 
arms of the Abbey) has been adopted, and it is the earliest use 
of this abbatial mark of the Reading coinage, as it is not employed 
again until the reign of Edward III (cfi Hum. C/iron. 11 , S. I, 
pp. 371-8). 

l ■■ % 

112 London (Hks. 254; W. J. A. ii), + henri rex, crowned bust with 

sceptre, to left; rev. + ielfRine o lvnd, cross fleury composed of 

four trefoils, with annulet in centre, within inner circle, fine and 

very rare [PI. 111 ] 1 

*** From the Marsham, 1888 (lot 248), and Montagu, 1897 (lot 100) 
sales. 

113 Rochester (Hks. 251; IF. J. A. i), +hnri rex, full-faced bust 

crowned, with annulet each side of neck; rev. +iflstan on rof, 

cross fleury with annulet in centre, in each angle, a voided 

pyramid terminating at the apex in a trefoil of pellets, very fine 

and very rare [PI. Ill] 1 

*** From the Tyssen, 1802 (lots 1007-8), Cuff, 1854 (lot 730), 
Addington and Montagu, 1896 (lot 273) collections. 

114 

115 

Southwark (Hks. 262; W.J.A. xiv), + Iienrilvs rex, full-faced 

bust crowned, holding “fleur” sceptre, and to right of neck, 

a star; rev. +lefRine on svdJ7e, a voided cross of four ovals, 

each limb terminating in a trefoil of annulets, enclosing a cross 

of pellets with star in centre, between each oval is a pheon-shaped 

object, fine, and a very rare mint 1 

Wallingford (Hks. 253; W. J. A. hi), + henri rex, full-faced 

bust crowned, with annulet on right shoulder; rev. ■ • • • epit. on 

fALi, and pax across the field within duplicated parallel lines, 

above and below, two annulets, very fine, and an extremely rare 

type for this mint [PI. Ill] 1 

*** From the L. A. Lawrence, 1903 (lot 90) sale. 
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116 Winchester (Hks. 265 ; W.J.A.xin), + ]ien[r]il[v]s, crowned 

bust in profile to left, with “ fleur ” sceptre ; rev. + engel(r)am 

on J7in : an open lozenge terminating in lis at the corners, with 

star in centre, and a trefoil of annulets in each angle, very fine 

and rare 1 

*** From the Bergne, 1873 (lot 326) sale. 

Li iL 

STEPHEN, 1135-1154. 

do 117 BUM "OL (Iiks. 270), + [st]iefne rex, crowned bust to right with 

fleur ” sceptre, rev. + f[arde]n : on : brist : cross moline forming 

a tressure fleured inwardly in each angle of cross ; Carlisle, 

same type, + ereba[ld] [on] Ear, both rare mints, the former in 

very good state 2 

cLo 

do 

118 Carlisle (IDs. 270; Num. Chron. XII, p. 138,fig. 10), +stiefne 

re; rev. Wilealme on lard (Num. Chron. XII, p. 156), 

extremely fine and very rare, probably the finest known example 

of this mint and reign [PI. Ill] 1 

"** From the ’Watford find, 1818, and Rasbleigh, 1909 (lot 494) sale. 

119 Durham (a rare variety of Hks. 270 ; engraved Num. Chron. 1881, 

3 no. 8). + stifene re, crowned bust to right, with “fleur” 

sceptre, and star in front; rev. + formod on. dvn, cross moline 

forming a tressure fleured inwardly with four annulets in spandrils 

of tressure, and four others in angles of cross, fine and very rare 
[PI. Ill] ! 

*** From the Toplis collection, and Notts find. 

120 Durham (Hks. 270), + [stie]fne r, large crowned bust to right, 

with “fleur ” sceptre, rev. + he[nri] on d • • • n ; Exeter, unpub¬ 

lished type, illegible obverse, rev. [ + si]mvn : on : e[a], a cross 

moline as Hks. 2<0, but varying in having a lozenge in centre 

containing a pellet, both scarce mints under this reign, and the 
latter a very rare type o 

"** The former coin is from the Nottingham find, Toplis and Mon¬ 
tagu, 1897 (lot 118), where it is attributed to London, and 
illustrated in Num. Chron. S. in, vol. I, pi. 111-12. 

121 

•ft 

Exeter (Hks. 270),-ne rex, rev.-on exl ; Another of same 

type, + st • • • ■ re •, rev. [ + ]al[ga]r on exle (Num. Chron. XII, 

p. 156), both scarce coins, and in good state o 

Both from the Watford find, and Kashleigh, 1909 (lot 504) sale. 
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122 Gloucester (Hks. 270), +stiene [r]ex, small crowned bust to 

right, with “fleur” sceptre ; rev. + gilleber[t] on : glo : {Nam. 

Chron. Nil, p. 157), very fine, and a very rare mint under this 

reign [PI. Ill] 1 

*** From the Watford find, and Rashleigh, 1909 (lot 507) sale. 

123 Hastings {Hks. 270), + wtiefne, small crowned bust to right, with 

“ fleur ” sceptre ; rev..on : hAST, fine and rare 1 

*** From the Rashleigh, 1909 (lot 510) sale. 

124 Hastings {Ilks. 269), +stief[e]ne, three-quarter faced bust to left, 

crowned, and with “fleur” sceptre ; rev. 4- rodbert. on. Has, short 

voided cross, with mullet of six points in each angle, the whole 

within a beaded circle, very fine and rare [PI. Ill] 1 

*** From the Linton find. 

125 Hereford {Hks. 270 var.), + stiefne • • • large head of curious style 

crowned to right, with “fleur” sceptre; rev. + sti • • • on : hERi, 

cross moline, an extremely rare and unpublished variety of 

Hks. 270, and a fine coin, but for the fracture on edge, wt. 

15 grs. 1 

126 Hereford (Hks. 270 var.), + stiefne :re : small crowned bust to 

right, with “fleur” sceptre; rev. + edrievs : on : heref : cross 

moline, a very fine and rare and fully legible coin (Num. 

Chron. Nil, p. 157) [PI. Ill] 1 

*** From the Watford find, 1818, and Rashleigh, 1909 (lot 510) sale. 

127 Ipswich (Hks. 270), + stiefne re, rev. + alfRine [on g]ipe; 

Lewes, same type, [ + st]iefne, rev. + Ril[l]em o[n] leRe: 

(Num. Chron. XII, p. 157), both scarce mints 2 

*** Both from the Rashleigh, 1909 (lots 515 and 524) sale, and the 

latter from the Watford find. 

128 Lincoln (Hks. 19; engraved Bud. Supp. ii. pi. 11-16), + stiefne, 

full-faced bust crowned ; rev. a voided lozenge fleury, containing 

a star, and with annulet in each angle, + GOdRine : on : linL : 

fine and very rare [PI. Ill ) 1 

*** From the Wigan, Neck, Webb, 1894 (lot 39), Montagu, 1896 

(lot 350), and Murdoch, 1903 (lot 257) collections. 

129 Lincoln (Hks. 270), +stiefn, profile bust crowned to right, with 

sceptre,rev.[ + siRa]rd : on : lin; Another(IJks. 268), [ + stiJefne: 

full-faced bust crowned, with “fleur” sceptre to left, rev. +hvE 

[on lin]lo, short voided cross with annulet in centre, within a 

(ta 
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Lot 129—continued. 

tressure of four curves fleured inwardly in the angles, loth fine 

and scarce 2 

*** The former from the Notts find, and Toplis collection. 

130 London {Hits. 269), + + stiefne, full-faced bust crowned, with 

“fleur” sceptre over right shoulder; rev. + Iiamvnd : on : lvn, 

short voided cross with each limb terminating in three pellets, 

annulet in centre of cross, and pierced mullet in each angle, very 

fine and rare [PI. Ill] 1 

*** From the Montagu, 1886 (lot 85) sale, where it was attributed 
to the Canterbury mint. 

131 London {Hhs. 269), + d[odril :on [l]vn, has been mended-, Another, 

as Hks. 270, + stiefne : profile bust crowned to right, with 

sceptre, rev. + dereman on lvn, cross rnoline, the latter fine and 

scarce, fully legible 2 

132 Norwich {Hks. 268), stiefne, full-faced bust crowned, with 

“fleur ” sceptre; rev. + J7ili,em : on : nor : short voided cross 

with annulet in centre, within a tressure of four curves inwardly 

fleured, fine and rare [PI. Ill] 1 

*** From the Trattle, 1832 (lot 169), Durrant, 1847 (lot 201), 
Marsham, 1888 (lot 260), and Montagu, 1896 (lot 308) sales. 

133 Norwich {Hks. 269), + stefn, full-faced bust crowned, with sceptre 

over right shoulder, rev. + ailT[ard o]n [n]or, short voided 

cross with each limb terminating in three pellets, annulet in 

centre, and pierced mullet in each angle of cross; Another, as 

Hks. 270, +STIFNE REX, rev. + ■ ■ ■ ter • • on : norJ7i both scarce 

coins in good state 2 

■V" The former from the Linton find, and the latter from the Halli¬ 
burton Young, 1881 (lot 59), Brice, and Montagu, 1896 (lot 314) 
collections. 2 

134 Nottingham {Hks. 270), + stiefne : r, profile bust crowned to 

right, with sceptre; rev. + sFein[on] snot, cross rnoline, very 

fine and rare, with a nice portrait of the king [PI. Ill] l 

135 Nottingham, similar to Hks. 270, but bust with large head to right 

with sceptre, in front of which is a cross (perhaps Wm. Peverell 

of Nottingham’s badge), reading +st-erexs, rev. unintelligible 

legend ; Another of London, of an unpublished type, obverse 

legend illegible, profile bust to left with sceptre, rev. 4-R • • ■ • on : 

(a tO 
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Lot 135—continued. 

lvn : cross Henry with a knot forming three annulets in each 

angle, both fine for these rude pieces, and very rare, the former has 

been mended 2 

"** The former coin is from the Nottingham find, 1881, and Toplis, 
and Montagu, 1896 (lot 331) collections. 

136 Various cut Halfpence, types as Hks. 269 (7), including Ipswich, 

London, and Norwich, and Ilks. 270 (5), including Ipswich with 

two globes on rev., Lincoln, and Nottingham with defaced cross 

and pellet (Wm. Peverell?), chiefly fine, and those mentioned 

rare 12 

137 Without mint, “Flag” Penny (Hks. 271), +stiefne r, profile bust 

to right crowned, holding flag in front, to right of staff of which 

is a star; rev. a meaningless legend ccvloxbe (retro.), cross moline 

fleured inwardly, very fine and of great rarity [PI. Ill] 1 

*** From the Tyssen 1802 (lot 1129), Durrant 1847 (lot 196), Cuff 
1854 (lot 757), Brice, Whitbourne 1869 (lot 153), Bergne 1873 
(lot 335), Marsh am 1888 (lot 268), and A. B. Richardson 
collections. 

ROBERT DE FERRERS EARL OF DERBY. 

138 Derby, “Martlet” type (Hks. 277), +st6phanvs rex, head of rude 

style to right, with “fleur” sceptre; rev. + whichelinvs derbi, 

short voided cross with martlet in each angle (as on coins of 

Edward the Confessor), within inner circle, very fine and extremely 

rare [PI. IV] 1 

*** From the Tyssen 1802 (lot 1131), Cuff 1854 (lot 759), Wigan, 
and Marsham 1888 (lot 267) collections. The attribution of this 
piece is that of Mr. W. J. Andrew, who suggests that this noble¬ 
man resorted to the old badge or arms of Edward the Confessor 
at Derby, during the captivity of Stephen, in the summer of 1141. 

UNCERTAIN BARONIAL, temp. Stephen. 

139 Bristol (Hks. 270, var.), ioh-L: profile bust crowned to right, 

with sceptre; rev. tvril:on|;: cross moline fleured inwardly, 

with four pellets outside, fine for this piece, and very rare 

[PI. IV] ' i 

*** Owing to the defacement of the mint name, and the knowledge 
that tvril was a Bristol moneyer, it has been attributed to this 
city. This coin is from the Wakeford, Brice, and Montagu, 1896 
(lot 364) collections. 
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.40 Bristol (Hks. 270, var.), obverse entirely defaced by deep lines cut 

in the die, and crossing in all directions; rev. gvkdan [on bris], 

cross moline fleiired inwardly, with four annulets outside tressure 

{for this moneyer and mint cf. lot 487, also Nam. Chron. xii, 

p. 155), wt. 23'2 <7rs. ; described Nam. Chron. xni, p. 187, fine 

for the extreme rarity of this piece, only one other being known 

[PI. IV] 1 

*** From the Hartford find (1826), and Kashleigh, 1909 (lot 602) 
sale. 

io 

BIGOD EARL OF NORFOLK. 

141 Norwich (Hks. 270), ste ..., the king’s bust defaced by a long and 

broad cross extending to edge of coin ; rev. +walti[er] on : no, 

cross moline inwardly fleured, fine and extremely rare [PI. IV] 1 

This is attributed by Mr. W. J. Andrew to the above nobleman 
and partisan of Stephen, who, he suggests, stamped his armorial 
cross on the money issued from Norwich and Thetford. 

to lo 

WM. PEVERELL EARL OF NOTTINGHAM. 

142 Nottingham (Hks. 270), stefene r, the king’s bust defaced by 

small cross pattee, with pellet; rev. +SJ7EIN : on : snot, cross 

moline fleured inwardly (ivt. 16'1 grs.), fine and extremely rare 
[PI. IV] ! 

*** Mr. W. J. Andrew attributes this piece to Wm. Peverell, who he 
states, placed his arms on the Nottingham money. This coin is 
from the Nottingham find, and Toplis collection. 

16 io 

PENNIES, READING J7ERERIL. 

143 London (Hks. 632), + pERE..., profile bust of king to right, with 

sceptre; rev. +al[fr]ed on : lvn, cross moline fleured inwardly, 

fine and very rare, but badly centred on obverse [PI. IV] 1 

*** These coins were formerly attributed to Roger Earl of Warwick 
by some of the best numismatists of that day, and, so far as the 
legend is concerned, apparently with more reason than the present 
suggestion that it is a blundered imitation of imperatrix on a 
coin of the Empress Matilda, which seems to be an impracticable 
solution, foi if it is a blundered imitation at all, it seems more likely 
to be (according to Mr. Brooke) of hENRic (Henry the Earl); how- 
e\ ei, it is sufficient for our purpose now, to describe these pieces as 
Pennies reading Fereril, whatever that may signify. 

5 £ 
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144 Canterbury (His. 632; engraved Hum. Chron. 1883, III, no. 3), 

+ pERERiL, profile bust crowned to right, with sceptre; rev. 

+ J~iu.em : on : LanJ7, cross moline fleured inwardly, fine and 

extremely rare [PI. IV] 1 

* i com the Linton find near Maidstone, Kennard, and Montagu, 
1896 (lot 362) collections. 

145 Lincoln (Ills. 632), + Lerer .., rev. si[p]ard on nico, same type ; ^ . 

Winchester, same type, + ye-, rev. gefrei. on [J7i]ne, both 

very rare, former fine 2 

STEPHEN AND MATILDA. 

146 "Without mint (His. 281), w tiene : [r] o, full-length figures of 

Stephen and his Queen Matilda standing facing each other, and 

holding, between them, a lis-topped standard ; rev. various orna¬ 

ments in place of legend and, within inner circle, a plain cross 

with limbs terminating in annulets, with annulet in centre, upon 

a cross Henry (18 grs.), very fine and extremely rare [PI. IV] 1 

*V‘ From the Spurrier (lot 38), Bentham, and Loscombe, 1855 
(lot 1115) collections. 

EUSTACE FITZSTEPHEN. 

147 York (Ills. 283), + evstaLivs, full-length figure in armour to right, 

wearing triangular helmet which divides two annulets enclosing a 

pellet, and holding upright sword, in the field to left, a star ; 

rev. + eboraci • EDOT2, a tressure of four arches pommes inwardly, 

enclosing a cross pattee and ragulee, in each spandril of tressure 

is an annulet enclosing a pellet, very rare, the condition of this 

coin leaves nothing to be desired [PI. IV] 1 

*** From the Brice, Wigan, and Montagu, 1896 (lot 358) collections. 

(io 

li io 

EUSTACE FITZJOHN. 

148 York, without mint name (Ills. 282), + eiSTAohivs, lion passant to 

right, with two double shackle-bolts below, divided by a bar; 

rev. various ornaments around, in place of legend, and within 

inner circle, an escarbuncle Henry, very fine and very rare 

[PI. IV] 1 

*** From the T. W. U. Robinson collection. 

^jO 



EMPRESS MATILDA (sola). 

19 Bristol (Ilks. 634), :m[ati]ldis imper, profile bust crowned to 

right, with “fleur” sceptre, rev. + farden d[e] bri[s], cross 

moline fleured inwardly (18'6 grs.); and a rare Fragment which 

is not legible, the former very fine and extremely rare, but cracked 

at edge of coin [PI. IV] 2 

50 London? (Hks. 634, and Num. Chron. XIII, p. 181), ma[t]ild im, 

profile bust crowned to right, with “fleur” sceptre ; rev. ra .... f 

de lvnd (?), cross moline fleured inwardly (14 grs.), fine and extra 

rare [PI. IV] 1 

*** From the Bohn, and Marsham, 1888 (lot 272) collections. This 
identical coin is described in Hawkins, third edition, p. 186. 

51 Warwick (Hks. 634), ma[t]ild, profile bust crowned to right, with 

“fleur” sceptre; rev. ravl : on : wa, cross moline fleured inwardly 

(17 grs.), fine and extra rare 1 

*** From the Montagu, 1897 (lot 119) sale, where it was erroneously 
catalogued as Stephen of the type of Hks. 270. 

52 Warwick (Hks. 634) [riJatildi. im[p] ; rev. ra[vl] : de . war, 

obv. and rev. types as before; wt. 16-9 grs., fine and extra rare 

[PI. IV] 1 

From the Capt. Douglas collection. 

EARL HENRY (afterwards Henry II). 

53 Bedford (Hks. 259), -fhENRicv, profile bust crowned to right with 

sceptre; rev. -Fgillelm on bedeford, cross moline inwardly 

fleured as Stephen (Hks. 270), very fine and of the highest rarity, 

only the third known, the other two being in the National Collection 

[PI. IV] i 

*** From the Tyssen, Sir H. Ellis, and Marsham, 1888 (lot 254) col¬ 
lections. Hawkins, third edition, p. 174, describes this coin as 
“ probably one of the latest of Henry I’s, if indeed it was not struck 
by Henry II during Stephen’s reign.” Mr. W. J. Andrew is in 
agreement with the latter suggestion, which is probably correct. 
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STEPHEN PENNIES (continued). 

OMITTED IN THEIR PROPER PLACES. 

154 Carlisle {Hks. 268), st .. . . fne, large full-faced head, bearded, 

holding “fleur” sceptre; rev. [ + h]eN[R]ic d[6]La[rd], short 

voided cross within a tressure of four curves inwardly fleured, 

very rare and well preserved, with good portrait, but holed 1 

*** Mr. W. J. Andrew states that this is an issue of Stephen’s money 

from dies prepared by Scottish die-sinkers at Carlisle, and struck 

there. 

155 Exeter {Hks. 629 var. and Num. Chron. 1881, pi. ill, 10), 

s[tie]fne rx, profile bust crowned to right, with “ fleur” sceptre ; 

rev. [si]mvn. on e[axe], long cross fleury with quatrefoilin centre 

and spiral limbs, upon a cross moline fleured inwardly ; ivt. 

18 grs., fine, and an extremely rare variety of type [PI. IV] 1 

*** From the Nottingham find, 1880. The Montagu, 1896 (lot 340), 

specimen of this type was said to be unique, but there is another 

in the National Collection {Hks. third edit. p. 179, no. 6), and the 

above is the third example. 

156 Northampton {Hks. 276), + stiefne : r, full-faced bust crowned, 

but without sceptre ; rev. + paen : on : norh : cross potent with 

annulet in centre, within a tressure fleured inwardly, the whole 

enclosed in inner circle, very fine and of the highest rarity, perhaps 

the rarest type of Stephen’s coins [PI. IV] 1 

*** Neither the well-known and important Rashleigh collection, nor 

that of Carlyon-Britton, contained an example of the penny of this 

rare type, the former only possessing a cut halfpenny of Hereford 

(lot 612); there is, however, a specimen in the National Collection. 

157 Shaftesbury {Hks. 270), + ricard . on . safte ; Southwark 

{Hks. 270), +al[f]J7ine : on : svd : usual types of profile to right, 

with sceptre ; rev. cross moline inwardly fleured, the former fine, 

and a rare mint 2 

*** The latter from the Rashleigh, 1909 (lot 561) sale. 

158 Peterborough {flks. 268), -pstiefn, full-faced bust crowned, with 

sceptre ; rev.on bvr, short voided cross within a tressure of 

four beaded curves inwardly fleured in the angles, a pellet in each 

spandril, fine and an extremely rare mint, said to be the only one 

known under this reign [PI. IV] 1 
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159 Stamford {IIh. 270), + ^tief. . fine profile bust of king to right, 

with "fleur” sceptre; rev. + svd[J7a]rd on : st, cross moline 

inwardly fieured in the angles, very fine, and a rare mint 2) lo 
[PI. IV] 1 

*** From the Dartford find, and the Rashleigh, 1909 (lot 566) sale. 

Lo 

160 Stafford (IDs. 270), +stifne rex : profile bust to right, with 

fieured sceptre ; rev. +godriL : on : stafo : cross moline inwardly 

fieured, extremely fine, and a very rare mint [PI. IV] 1 

*** There was no specimen of this mint, under this reign, in the 
Rashleigh, 1909, or Carlyon-Britton, 1916, sales. This is from 
the Shepherd, 1885 (lot 123), and Montagu, 1896 (lot 316) sales. 

cbo 

161 St. Edmundsbury {Ills. 270), +s[t]if.fne, profile bust to right, 

with fieured sceptre; rev. + gileb[e]rt on edm, cross moline in¬ 

wardly fieured, fine, and a rare mint 1 

«. 

w it 

162 Taunton (IDs. 270), rev. [alfr]ed : on : tant ; another, a variety 

of IDs. 270, with short voided cross with annulet in centre within 

the moline tressure, reading + sanso[n], but the mint illegible ; 

Thetford (IDs. 270), + rodbert : on t, scarce mints, the first 

with good portrait 3 

163 Warwick (IDs. 270), + stiefne r, profile bust to right, with fieured 

sceptre on which is a star ; rev. [ev]erard on Far, cross moline 

inwardly fieured, fine and rare \ 

164 Worcester (IDs. 270 and Num. Chron. XII, p. 161), +stifne, 

profile bust to right, with fieured sceptre; rev. + go[dril on] 

fiREL, cross moline inwardly fieured, fine and very rare 1 

*** From the Watford find, 1818, and the Rashleigh, 1909 (lot 585) 
sale. 
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165 Wilton (IDs. 270), stief . •, rev. + falcie • • • on : yiL ; York 

(IDs. 270), + stiff.., rev. + avtgr[i]m on ev-ci, both fine 

and scarce; the former from the Notts find and the Pownall 
collection 9 

166 Uncertain mint, unpublished, + stiefneJ7, profile bust crowned to 

right, with fieured sceptre (similar to Wes. 270); rev. +wisd 

gneta, with various ornaments dividing this unintelligible legend, 

cross moline fieured inwardly, with annulet in each spandril 

I lo 

to* 
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Lot 166—continued. 

(variety of Hks. 271), extremely fine, of the highest rarity, and 

unpublished [PI. IV] 1 

*** There was a penny of Stephen in the Murdoch, 1903 (lot 258) 
sale, which is almost identical with this piece, except in the 
reading of the obv. legend, which on Mr. Loth’s specimen is con¬ 
tinuous and extremely clear ; the rev. legend on both coins appears 
to be the same, whatever it signifies. As the Murdoch example 
was believed to be unique, the Roth coin so far is only the second 
known. 

167 Irish imitation of Stephen (Hks. 270 var.), the first portion of 

legend is illegible, but the latter part appears to read iiiimo, 

crowned bust of rude work, with sceptre to right, completely 

within inner circle ; rev. a partly illegible reading similar to that 

on obv., cross moline fieured inwardly; and an ordinary Penny 

of Stephen as Hks. 270, with illegible legends, which Mr. Andrew 

considers a specimen of “cold striking,” the former with fractured 

edge, otherwise in good state, is said to be unique 2 

*** The former coin is from the Ilashleigh, 1909 (lot 601) sale. 

HENRY II, 1154-1189. 

168 Canterbury, first coinage (Hks. 285), crowned and full-faced bust 

holding cross-topped sceptre, rev. +J7ill[elm] on ca, cross potent 

with star in centre, and a small cross potent in each angle ; 

Newcastle, same coinage and type, rev. + willelm : on : niv ; 

Thetford, same coinage and type, rev. + stein : on : tet, all fine 

and scarce mints, the first with an exceptionally fine portrait and 

bust 3 

3 

HENRY II, 1154-1189; JOHN, 1199-1216; HENRY III, 1216-1272. 

169 Henry II, first coinage, (3), (Hks. 285), mints illegible ; and second 
coinage (Hks. 636), (class I), 4- osbQR • on • wihR ^Worcester. 

John, short-cross type (class III), with hBNRiavs RQx, and rev. 

+ LONDE aiviTS, with cinquefoil of pellets instead of the usual 

cross in centre of crown on obv. (rare variety). Henry III, short 
cross (class V), + ioANchia on oa, -fsalcmvn on a, + samvel 

on oan (Canterbury), and + ravlf on lvn (London); long-cross 

type without sceptre, rex hi, +NiaoL« on uantr (Canterbury), 

and R0x ang, niLolQ on lvnd, the last with m. m. star within 

the horns of a crescent (Turkish badge), chiefly fine, some scarce 11 
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EDWARD I, 1272-1307; EDWARD II, 1307-1327. 

170 Edward I, Canterbury and Lincoln Pennies ; Lincoln Halfpenny, 
civitas i.incol (rare) ; Newcastle Halfpenny, novicastri, one 

large pellet in eacli angle of cross pattee (very rare); York Far¬ 
thing, + edvvardvs rex, rev. civiTA.s CBORACi (very rare). 

Edward II, London Penny, cuvitas London, all fine but the rare 

Lincoln Halfpenny and York Farthing 6 

*** The Halfpennies of Lincoln and Newcastle, and the York Farthing, 
are from the L. A. Lawrence, 1905 (lots 14, 15, 16) sale. 

EDWARD III, 1327-1377. 

Gold. 

^ 171 Noble, third coinage (20th year), 1346 (Ilud.u, 2), Qdwar * d * 

grA’ * Rax x adgl fradQ * dds * hvB, king in ship with sword 

and shield, two ropes from prow and three from stern ; rev. 

iha x TRAosiens * lc(r * ccodivcd * illorvm * ibat x (omitting avtscd 

after iha), cross henry within a double tressure, a lion and crown 

in each angle, and a large a in centre of the cross ; wt. 1 17 J grs., 

very fine and rare [PI. V] \ 

*** From the Montagu, 1897 (lot 128) sale. 

172 Noble, fourth coinage, after the breaking of the Treaty of Bretigny, 

1369-1377 (1hid. Supp. vi, 19), sdward x di x gra, &c., ending 

FRAna x DOS xhiBxzx aqvit, king in ship with sword and shield, 

one rope from prow and three from stern, on which is a flag with St. 

George’s cross; rev. iha £ avtqcd £ tradsisds, &c., cross fleury as 

before, but with small a and pellet in centre; wt. 118‘7 grs., 
extremely fine, rare [PI. V] j’ 

* I;fke.Price> 1880 0ot 55), Brice, and Montagu, 1896 
(lot 421) collections. 

173 Noble, Calais mint, fourth coinage, 1360-1369, after the Treaty of 

Bretigny (variety of Kenyon, no. 25, p. 27), without French title 

but with that of Aquitaine, two ropes from prow and three from 

stern ; rev. iha £ AVTecr, &c., ending pur * ctsdivo: * illorv * ibat, 

a in centre of cross fleury ; wt. 114 8 grs., fine and rare, an un¬ 
published variety oj reading I 

"** From the Montagu, 1897 (lot 135) sale. 

\o fo 
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174 

175 

176 

177 

178 

Half Noble, third coinage (20th year), 1346 (one figured in Num. 

Chron. 1888, p. 310), QbwSr * d * gr:t * rsx * ffnoL * z * frcvoci * 

Dns * his, three ropes from stern and one from prow; rev. 

docdidR . on . in . fvrore, &c., cross fleury with lai'ge 0 in centre 

and lions and crowns in angles; ivt. 60;j grs. ; this piece has all 

the characteristics and weight of the third coinage of Edward 111, 

of which only one other Half Noble (vide Montagu Cat. 1896, 

lot 422) is known, now in the National Collection; fine, but 

cracked, and extremely rare [PI. V] l 

Half Noble, fourth coinage (second period), 1360-1369 (Bud. i, 6), 

SdwSrd * D0i x G x &c., three ropes from stern and two from prow; 

rev. Docmno £ no * in * fvrorO, &c., usual type of cross fleury 

within tressure, and smaller 0 within an ornamental compartment 

in centre, very fine 1 

Quarter Noble, third coinage, 1346 (Kenyon, p. 30, no. 10), 

OdwTCr x R x ^:gl x z x FR^n x D x Lyb, armorial shield within a 

thick tressure of six arches; rev. OxS'lt’S'bitvr * &c., large O in 

centre of cross fleury within tressure; wt. 31'4 grs., fine and 

very rare 1 

w 

Quarter Noble, fourth coinage, 1360-1369 (Bud, l, 8), annulet 

before odwSrd, shield within tressure of eight arches ; rev. 

exffLTA’BiTVR, &c., small lis in ornamental compartment in centre 

of cross fleury. Another, of same coinage, with pellet outside 

each spandril of tressure on both sides, with Roman N in 

in gloriT, and with cross pattee in centre of tressure, with large 

pellet in each angle, both fine and rare varieties 2 

*** The latter from the Montagu, 1897 (lot 143) sale. 

Aquitaine Florin (Ainslie, I, l), m. m. crown, s. ioh7Cnn6s b 

(crown), full-length figure of St. John the Baptist; rev. + dvx * 

TCqit^niQ, a large fleur-de-lis, very fine and very rare [PI. V] 1 
tv 

Silver. 

179 Groat and Half Groat, of London mint, m. m. crown on both 

sides, the former’s obv. legend terminating frCYnu d hvB, and the 

latter’s Sngli e.frsxu; Penny and Halfpenny, same mint 

and m. m., the former reading Qdw^rdvs rax CYngli, and the 

latter OdvCYrdvs r«x, a fine and rare set, the Halfpenny being 

unpublished 4 

*** The Groat, Half Groat and Halfpenny are from the Montagu, 
1896 (lot 438) sale. 
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180 Groat, “Treaty of Bretigny,” London mint, with saltire crosses in 

legends on both sides, obv. legend ending nns * hYB * Bx^QxT; 

Another, of the Calais mint, of the usual English type, with 

annulet on king’s breast, villas' • OTCLGsiG, with annulet stops on 

obv., and saltire crosses on rev. ; Half Groat, of York mint (see 

IDs. p. 212), obv. legend ending 7Tngli° 2 ° frsgi, annulets in obv. 

legend only, no stops on rev., aiviTS’s Gbor/COi, all very fine, the 

first and last very rare 3 

*** The second and third from the Montagu, 1896 (lots 442 and 443) 
sale. 

181 Half Groat of London, 1369-1377, gdwttrd * rqx x sdglig x dos * 

hiB, without Aquitaine title, with annulet each side of the king’s 

crown, within a double tressure of seven arches, reading S'DivTORto: 

on rev., and with English n’s in both legends, crosses in legends 

on both sides ; wt. 36 grs., fine and of great rarity [PI. V] 1 

*** From the Montagu, 1896 (lot 440) sale. 

182 Half Groat of York, 1351-1360, gdwSrdvs c rgx-^nglp &c., an¬ 

nulets between words of legend, tressure of nine arches; rev. 

posvi DQv Sdivtorqci:, no stops, and in inner circle aiviTSs 

Gbor/YGi; Halfpenny of London (Piedfort), 1360-1369, qdwttrdvs 

RQx jcn, rev. oivitSs London, cross and pellet type, without any 

distinguishing marks, the former extremely fine and the latter 

very rare o 

183 Penny of Durham, 1351-1360, m. m. crown (.unpublished), annulets 

dividing words in legends on both sides, aiviT^s ° dvrqmq „ one 

limb of cross terminating as a crozier to right (Bp. Hatfield) ; 

Another, of same mint, but with lis on breast and oivitS's dvdolco ; 

Pennies of London (2), one reading Gdw:£rdvs « rqx = &c., 

Loman N s, one pellet in the third quarter of cross, wdth small 

cross on top, like an orb ; the other of early transitional type, 

GdwSr’rGx, with Roman n’s on obv. and English n’s on rev., all 
fine and rare 4 

*** The first two from the Montagu, 1896 (lot 447) sale. 

184 Penny of Reading, “florin” type, + Gdw r sngl dns hib, rev. 

viLL/f RXoiNGy, broad cross pattee, with an escallop in one angle 

instead of three pellets; Halfpenny of London, Qdwjtrdvs rqx, 

English ns in LODDon ; Farthing of London, Gdwsrdvs rqx, 

rev. londoniqnsis, all fine, the first and the last very rare 3 
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SECOND DAY’S SALE. 

L 

RICHARD II, 1377-1399. 

Gold. 
lot 

185 Noble, without flag, with French and Aquitaine titles, rioard * d * 

G 5 RQX * Aogl * s * frAdo * d * hiB * s * Aq, three ropes from stern 

and one from prow of ship; rev. ihec * Avtocd * tradsiods * &c., 

reading ocodiv, with R in central compartment on a cross fleury ; 

wt. 118'5 grs., very fine, rare 1 

186 Noble, with flag, with French and Aquitaine titles, rioard * di * 

grA £ &c. ; rev. iha * Avtocd* &c., reading cdOdiv’ and with R in 

central compartment of cross fleury; wt. 118 grs., very fine and 

rare ] 

*** From the L. A. Laurence, 1903 (lot 278) sale. 

187 Quarter Noble, + rioard * d * gra * &c., with cross or quatre- 

foil above shield, within a tressure of eight arches, all fleured ; 

rev. + OxAltabitvr, &c., with lis in central compartment of cross 

fleury, saltire stops, fine and rare \ 

Silver. 

188 Groat, of the London mint, rioard * di * gra £ &c., ending in 

frAooiQ x D x with saltire before London, and mark of contrac¬ 

tion over the second N ; Halfpennies, of London (3), rioard. 

rOx . Aogl, one with saltires after rioard and rex, and two with 

pellets, all fine and the first rare 4 

189 Groat, of the London mint, earliest coinage, with pellets over 

crown, as on Edward Ill’s last coinage, rioard £ di * grA £ R0x * 

Aogl x * * frAoo £ mark of contraction over second n in London ; 

Another, as before, but no pellets, reading doi^grA*, both in 

good state, and the former very rare 2 
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190 Half Groat, of London (Dud. iv, 3), ricctrd * ueti £ or5? £ R«x £ 

TCOGLia, usual type, with Roman n’s in London; rev. + posvi, 

&e., with double saltires in both legends, very fine and very rare, 

said to be an unpublished variety reading d«i [PI. Vj 1 

*** From the T. Brown, 1869 (lot 409), Addington, and Montagu 
1896 (lot 465) collections. 

191 Penny, of Durham (Hks. 318), m. m. cross pattee, RidTTRDVS rrx 

'Tdgliq, bust with lis on breast, rev. cuvitX’s dvnolcd ; wt. 16j grs. 

Farthing, of London, riccvrd rqx Sdgl[ rev. aivnXs loddod; 

wt. 2\ grs., both fine and very rare 2 

*** Both from the Montagu, 1896 (lots 471, 472) sale, the former 
also being from the Marsham, 1888 (lot 309) collection. 

HENRY IV, 1399-1413. 

Gold. 

192 Noble, of light coinage, after thirteenth year, similar to (Kenyon, 

no. 1), legend terminating Sdgl * z * fr^oo £ dos * hin * z * 7C, 

three Iis in French arms, no flag at stern, three ropes from stern 

and one from prow ; rev. iha * Xvtqcd &c., reading illorv, slipped 

trefoil before head of lion in first quarter of cross fleury, and with 

pellet befoie h in central compartment; wt. 108'3 grs., very fine 

and extremely rare [PI. V] I 

The above Noble was found at Shoreham, Sussex, 6 July, 1901. 

Silver. 

193 Gnoat, of London, light coinage, usual type, reading henRia • dqi 

grS r0x ^ogliQ, annulet to right and pellet to left of crown, and 

~v-*t slipped trefoil on breast; rev. + posvi d«vcd * Sdivtorsco * ccevcc 

and oivitTCs London (Roman n’s), saltire stops in legends; wt. 

o4| grs., fine and very rare, but with slight crack at edge [PI. V] 1 

*** From the Shepherd, 1885 (lot 153), and Montagu, 1897 (lot 163) 
sales. ' ' 

194 Penny, of London, light coinage (Hks. 326), bust with cross on 

breast, annulet to left, and mullet to right of crown, heoRia di 

GR:t RSX ^nGL; rev- aivITSs London, old English n’s, with 
annulet before loddod ; wt. 14 grs., very fine and extremely rare 
[PI. V] 1 

*** From the Shepherd, 1885 (lot 155), and Montagu, 1896 (lot 4^3) 
sales. " 
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195 Halfpenny, of London, light coinage, henRict Rex JCdgl,?;;. m. plain 

cross pattee, bust with annulet each side of neck ; rev. cuvitS's 

LODDOn, usual type, but the cross has the centre pierced ; ivt. 

5 grs., fine and exceedingly rare [PI. V] 1 

*** From the Montagu, 1896 (lot 495) sale. 

HENRY V, 1413-1422. 

Gold. 

196 Noble, heoRia x di x gr?c x rqx x vdgl x ^ x frVdo x bos x hyB, 

usual type of king in ship, three lis in French arms, mullet at 

sword arm, three ropes from stern and two from prow, broken 

annulet on ship’s side ; rev. m. in. pierced cross, iha * tcvtqcd £ 

TR^nsiQns x P0R x ccaDiv * illorv * ibJCt, with quatrefoil over lion 

in second quarter of cross henry ; wt. 107 grs., very fine and very 

rare [PI. V] 1 

*** From the Bergne, 1873 (lot 20), Brice, and Montagu, 1896 (lot 
498) collections. 

197 Noble, legends and type as before, but with large quatrefoil before 

haoRia, very fine and rare 1 

*** From the sale of “A Gentleman,” 1905 (lot 24). 

198 Quarter Noble, heoRia (without di grs) rex x sdgl x % x frso, 

lis between two broken annulets above shield, at left side of 

which are two broken annulets, and at the right, a mullet between 

two broken annulets; rev. m. m. pierced cross, 0xSltsbitvr, &c., 

with two saltires after first word of legend, lis in central com¬ 

partment of cross fleury; wt. 25f grs. (cf. Kenyon, no. 4), very 

fine and a very rare variety [PI. V] 1 

*** From the Montagu, 1896 (lot 502) sale. 

Silver. 

199 Groat, of London, m. m. cross pattee, heoRiax di xgrSxrox xSogliu * 

S frsou, with slipped trefoil at end of legend, annulet to left, 

and pellet to right of crown, slipped trefoil on cusp of tressure on 

breast, and a mullet on right shoulder ; rev. m. m. pierced (?) cross, 

posvi x dQvcd x tcdivtorU x ccQvcc, and aivrrvs £ loodoOx extremely 

fine and of the greatest interest, said to be unique [PI. V] 1 

*** Mr. F. A. Walters, in his “Coinage of Henry Y,” Num. Citron., 
IV Series, vol. VI, p. 3, says of the above coin : “The Groat in 
the Laurence Collection (seeNum. Chron., iv Ser., vol. V, pi. v, 7) 
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Lot 199—continued. 
is also, in my opinion, a very remarkable example of a coin struck 
from a die made for Henry IV, and converted into one for his 
successor, by the simple process which I have suggested and 
further on (at page 30), after describing this coin, he goes on to 

state that this is an obverse die of Henry IV, adapted for Henry V 

by the stamping of a mullet, and that the reverse die is an 

ordinary one of Henry V. 

200 Groats, of London, two varieties, one with mullet on cusp of 

tressure on breast, the other with mullet on left breast, both with 

quatrefoil after posvi ; Half Groats (2), of London, with broken 

annulet to left of crown and mullet in centre of breast, and of 

Calais with annulet each side of king’s neck ; Pennies (2) of 

London, with broken annulet each side of crown, and of York 

with mullet to left and annulet to right of crown, open quatrefoil 

in centre of reverse; Halfpennies (2) of London, with broken 

annulet each side of neck, and of Calais with closed annulet each 

side of neck and in two quarters of reverse, chiefly fine, some 

scarce 8 

HENRY VI, 1422-1461. Rest. 1470. 

Gold. 

201 Noble of the great annulet coinage (Rud. i, 15), usual type, two 

ropes from stern and one from prow, legend ending FRTfna Dns 

hyB, annulet at king’s wrist, lis after hunRia, trefoil between the 

other words; rev. m. m. lis, reading tr^osiods, mullet after iha, 

and annulet after every other word of legend, and in one spandril 

of tressure ; ivt. 108 grs., very fine and rare 1 

*** From the Martin, Hastings, 1880 (lot 248) Brice and Montagu, 

1897 (lot 175) collections. In the last named sale it was cata¬ 

logued erroneously as belonging to the trefoil coinage, as also the 

two next pieces. 

202 Half Noble of the great annulet coinage, with trefoil stops in obv. 

legend, two ropes from stern and one from prow, annulet at 

king’s wrist; rev. mullet after docciou, and annulet after every 

other word, and in one spandril of tressure. Quarter Noble, 
m. m. lis on both sides, of same coinage, lis after heoRia, and 

another over shield, trefoils in legend ; rev. mullet after ax^Lra:- 

bitvr, and annulet after w, both very fine, scarce 2 

*** The former from the Montagu, 1897 (lot 179), and the latter from 
the Montagu, 1896 (lot 524) sales. 
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Noble, early variety of the trefoil coinage {Num. Chron., iv Ser., 

vol. Ill, pi. ix, 5), haoRia di grs' rqx Sogl <: FRSna dps hyB., 

fice leaves and three trefoils between words; rev. m. m. lis, 

iha. ffvx TRffnaiQns, &c., five leaves and two trefoils between 

words, no other marks on either side, very fine and of great 

rarity, only two examples said to be known [PI. VI] 1 

**“ Mr. F. A. Walters, describing his own specimen in the Num. 
Chron., says this coin is in my own collection, and I know of one 

other exactly similar, but I believe these to be the only two that 
have so far appeared.” 

Noble, of the great annulet coinage, with flag at stern of ship 

{Bud. ii, 7), usual type, with lis after hunRia. and trefoil after 

every other Avoid, annulet at king’s wrist; rev. m.m. lis, mullet 

after iha. and annulet after every other word, and in onespandril 

of tressure, very fine, scarce 1 

*** From the Murdoch, 1903 (lot 331) sale. 

Angel, light coinage (Restoration period), henBia di gba, &c., b’s 

in place of r’s in obv. legend; rev. m.m. pierced cross, pRr aRVse, 

&c., trefoil stops in legend, ending RSD0TOR, and h and lis atsides 

of ship’s mast, fine and scarce 1 

odLX^jv 

is 

Silver. 

206 Groat, of cross-and-pellet coinage, London, m.m. cross patonce, 

with pellet each side of crown and lis on neck (as on heavy groat 

of Edward IV), and Avith pellet in tAvo quarters of rev.; Penny, 
of pine-cone-pellet coinage, London, same m.m. Avith pine-cone 

on breast, and pellet each side of croAvn, obv. legend ending 

Rax*£oxGLi* ; Halfpenny, cross-and-pellet coinage, London, 

Avith saltire cross on breast, and pellet each side of croAvn ; 

Farthing, pine-cone-pellet coinage, London, m.m. plain cross, 

Avith pine-cone on breast, and pellet each side of crown, all fine and 

rare 4 

*** The penny and halfpenny are from the Montagu, 1896 (lots 555 
and 559) sale. 

207 Groats (4), London, rosette-mascle coinage, Avith rosette after 

heoRia, AOGL, POSVI, and loddoo, and mascle before R«x, and 

loddoo ; pine-cone-pellet coinage, Avith pine-cone on breast, ten 

arches to tressure, light coinage, m. m. plain cross, hanmav di gbS-, 

&c., b’s in place of r’s; Calais mint of annulet-trefoil issue, Avith 

annulet each side of neck and in one quarter of rev. and trefoil to 

left of croAvn and after posvi ; Half Groat, Calais, Avith annulet 
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Lot 207—continued. 
each side of neck and after posvi ; Pennies (2), London, pine- 

cone-trefoil coinage, m. in. cross patonce, with pine-cone on breast 

and trefoil after loodoo ; York, cross-and-pellet issue, with saltire 

cross each side of neck and pellet each side of crown ; Halfpenny, 
London, rosette-mascle issue, with rosette after hfinRiG, and 

mascle after Rex and before loddod, all fine and rare 3 

208 Groat, of light coinage (Restoration), London, m. m. plain cross, 

hanciav di gbS, &c., with b’s in place of it’s on both sides, and 

arches fleured with small trefoils; Half Groat of same coinage 

and mint, in. m. pierced cross, reading henRiav di grX, &c., with 

correctly formed r’s ; Farthing, of same coinage and mint, but 

without any distinguishing marks, all fine and very rare 3 

209 Groat, of Bristol, light coinage {Hies. 341), in. m. trefoil on obv. 

and lis on rev., hSoBiav di gbtt, with b’s in place of it’s on both 

sides, and B on breast, reading on rev. villS bbistow, fine and 

extremely rare, an unpublished variety [PI. VI] 1 

*** From the Marsham, 1888 (lot 333), and Montagu, 1896 (lot 563) 

sales. 

210 Piedfort of Penny, of York, cross-and-pellet coinage, hunRia rux 

Sdgl, saltire cross each side of neck, and pellet each side of crown ; 

rev. oivitTCs etBORTfai, long cross pattee with open quatrefoil in 

centre, containing a saltire cross, someichat worn on obv. but fine 

on rev., exceedingly rare, and said to be unique [PI. V] 1 

*** From the L. A. Laurence collection. 

3 3 
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EDWARD IV, 1461-1483. 

Gold. 

211 Rose Noble (Kenyon, v, 36 var.), m. in. rose on both sides, 

QdwSrd x DI xGR^x x &c., three ropes from stern, at which 

is also a flag bearing e, and one from prow, full-blown rose on 

ship’s side, and on rev. a small rose on large sun in centre of cross 

fleury; ivt. 119 ^rs., extremely fine 1 

212 Rose Noble, of Bristol, usual type, with Bunder rose on ship’s 

side ; rev. in. in. crown, with trefoils in legends on both sides, but 

on the reverse, only after TRSDsinns, and ccudivcd, very fine and 

rare 1 

*** From the Lake Price, 1880 (lot 74), and J. E. Moon, 1901 (lot 
77) sales. 

3 6 
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-13 Rose Noble, of Coventry, usual type as before, but with a under 

rose on ship’s side ; rev. on. on. sun, with trefoil between each 
ivord of both legends, and reading illorv, fine and very rare 1 

-14 Rose Noble, of York, usual type, but with a (Eboracum) under 

rose on ship s side ; rev. on. m. lis, obv. legend ending frttd. dps i.b., 
trefoil stops in both legends, fine and rare \ 

“** From the Montagu, 1897 (lot 197) sale. 

21° Half Rose Noble, of York, usual type, no on. m. on obv. with lis 
in waves under rose on ship’s side ; rev. on. on. crown, and with 
trefoil stops in both legends, except after ecu on reverse, where 

there is a sun, very fine, rare, and an unpublished variety 1 

*** From the Montagu, 1896 (lot 582) sale. 

216 Half Rose Noble, of Bristol, usual type, but with b in waves 

under rose on ship’s side, no on. on. on obv.; rev. on. on. sun, trefoil 
stops in both legends, two after tvo, but none after XrgvSs, very 
fine and rare ^ 

*** From the Brice and Montagu, 1896 (lot 584) collections. 

21/ Quarter' Rose Noble, usual type, on. on. sun over crown on both 
sides, obv. legend terminating SAgl £ fr, with a over shield, rose 

and sun respectively to left and right, and lis below, with trefoil 
after each word on obverse, and lis on reverse, veo'y fioie, aoid an 
uoipublished vaoiety with this onint ooiao'k j 

*** From the Shepherd, 1885 (lot 178), Brice and Montagu, 1896 
(lot 590) collections. 

218 Angel, third type, on. on. annulet on obv. only, QdwSrd dqi grs Rax 

:vogl ^ FR^na, with a to left, and rose to right of mast; rev. 

per CRWsa tvS sSLvrv &c., trefoils between words of legends {Dud. 
nr, 11), extremely fine, rare j 

*** From the Brice, and Montagu, 1896 (lot 594) collections. 

219 Half Angel {Kenyon, no. 7), similar to Angels of third type, on. m. 
pierced heraldic cinquefoil on both sides, aDWTCRD di grS1, &c. no 

stops except saltiie cioss after S’ogl j o'ev. pierced rose after Qrvx 

and spes, and double saltires after other words ; wt. 40 grs., 
extremely fine, and a very rare variety [PI. VI] i 

*** From the Cut!', 1854 (lot 926), Shepherd, 1885 (lot 177) and 
Montagu, 1896 (lot 600) sales. 
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Silver. 

Groat, of London, heavy coinage, on. on. cinquefoil pierced on both 

sides, arch on breast fleured, quatrefoil on either side of neck, and 

on rev. cross before loddod, and mascle after aiviT5rs ; wt. 58'2 grs. 

Another, of similar type and mint mark, but with two saltire 

crosses before LOnDon • wt. 60'1 grs., both extremely fine, and rare 

varieties 2 

Groats, of London, heavy coinage (3), m. m. cross patonce, lis on 

neck, arch on breast fleured, lis before posvi, small pellet in two 

quarters of rev.; on. on. pierced rose on both sides, quatrefoil each 

side of neck; on. on. plain cross on both sides, lis on neck, mascle 

after FR?rna, and pellet each side of crown, and in two quarters of 

rev., cdl fine and rare 3 

Penny, of London, heavy coinage; wt. 11 *8 grs., on. on. cross, 

qdw^d x R0x rtoGL fr'T, mascle after R0x, lis on neck, pellet 

each side of crown, and in two quarters of rev., very fioie, and of 

the highest rao'ity, only one other said to be Jaiowoi [PI. VI] 1 

*** From the L. A. Laurence collection. 

Groats, of light coinage, Bristol (2), on. on. crown, with b. on breast, 

brqstoli {extremely fine), and on. on. sun, b on breast, bristow ; 

London of same coinage (8), on. on’s, annulet, cross fitchee, pierced 

cross, crown {extremely fine), pellet-in-annulet (rose each side of 

neck), sun, two varieties, one with plain cross on tressure on 

breast, chiefly fine 10 

Groats, of light coinage, Bristol (3), all on. on. crown, with B on 

breast, and reading bristoll ; Coventry, on. on. sun, with a on 

breast, qovQtru ; London (5), on. on.’s rose, and crown ; Norwich, 

on. on. sun, n on breast, and reading oorvio ; York (2), on. m. lis, 

with 0 on breast, and ©borzoi, chiefly fioie, Covento y and Norwich 

scarce 12 

Half Groat, of London, heavy coinage, odwXrd x di x grX x rcx x 

\dglx £x frS; wt. 29 ‘l grs., on. on. cross, lis on breast, pellet each 

side of crown ; rev. posvi dovcc, &c., cuvitXs loddoo, pellet in two 

quarters of cross. Halfpenny, of heavy coinage; wt. 5 $ grs., 

m. on. cross, lis on breast, pellet each side of crown, and in two 

quaiteis of oev., both very fioie {latteo' clipped) and exto'conely rcto'e 

{of the foo-mer, only six specimens are said to be known [PI. VI] 2 

* Both from the L. A. Laurence collection. 
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226 Half Groats, of York, light coinage (2), m.m. lis on both sides, 

with lis in place of 0 on breast, trefoil each side of neck, reading 

QBORS'ai, one varies in having a lis after posvi. Penny, of Can¬ 

terbury, light coinage, with cross each side of neck, and below the 

bust a Bourchier knot” dividing the legend; xvt. 13‘5 grs. 

Halfpenny, of York, light coinage, m.m. lis, 0dw?Crd. di. grTC. 

RSx. s, trefoil each side of neck ; rev. oivitSs QborSOi ; wt. grs., 

all very rare, and the last said to be unpublished 4 

EDWARD V, 1483. 

Gold. 

227 Angel (Kenyon, vi, 42), type as last issue of Edward IV, m. m. rose- 

and-sun united on both sides, Rdwsrd x d0i x grs x rqx x Sogl x 

•5- * FRSoa ; rev. P0R ORvaaco, &e., 0 and rose at sides of mast, 

above which is a top castle, very fine and extremely rare [PI. VI] 1 

*** From the Halliburton Young, 1881 (lot 99), and J. E. Moon, 1901 
(lot 82) sales. 

Silver. 

228 Groat, of London, usual type, m.m. boar’s head, 0dwSrd x di x 

grs x r0x Sdgl x % x FRSoa, arch on breast fleured, but not those 

over crown ; rev. m. m. rose-and-sun united, aivixSs loddoo, fine, 

and the rarest groat of this king [PI. VI] 1 

RICHARD III, 1483-1485. 

Gold. 

229 Angel, m.m. boar’s head on obv. only, rioSrd ) di x grS x &c., 

ending with FRSoa ; rev. m.m. rose-and-sun united, P0R x ORvae x 

tvS &c. terminating with r0d0dcet (sic), with R and rose at sides 

of mast, above which is a top castle, very fine and rare 1 

230 Angel, m.m. boar’s head on both sides, rioSrd x di x GRS &c. as 

before; rev. p0r x 0rvo0 x tvScd &c., legend terminating with 

R0D0 x, with R and rose at sides of mast, fine and rare ] 

Silver. 

231 Groat, of London, m. m. rose-and-sun conjoined on both sides, nine- 

arched tressnre, in lowest spandril of which is a pellet, no arches 

fieured above the crown, or below the bust. Another, of same 

mint, m. m. as before, without pellet in lowest spandril of tressnre 

on obv., both fine, scarce 2 
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232 Half Groat, of London {Wes. 357), m. m. rose-and-sun conjoined on 

obv. only, legends and type as groat, but terminating with fr on 

obv. ; rev. posvi &c., oivitXs loddoo ; wt. 23 grs., fine and exceed¬ 

ingly rare [PI. VI] 1 

*** From the Tyssen, 1802 (lot 213), Dimsdale, 1824 (lot 482), 
Martin, 1859 (lot 128), Murchison, 1864 (lot 105), Addington, 
Montagu, 1888 (lot 159), Rostron, 1892 (lot 99), and Murdoch, 
1903 (lot 380) sales. 

233 Penny, of Durham {Dud. Supp. II. pi. in, l), obv. m. m. lis, riccyrd. 

di. grX rox. Sdgl, with s for Bp. Sherwood, on king’s breast; 

rev. ciivitSs dirhxo, with d in centre of cross; wt. 11 grs., fine 

and extremely rare [PI. VI] 1 

*** From the Dimsdale, 1824 (lot 483), Martin, 1859 (lot 130), Shep¬ 
herd, 1885 (lot 190), Brice, and Montagu, 1896 (lot 648) sales. 

234 Halfpenny, of London {Ills. 360), on. m. rose-and-sun conjoined, 

ricdyrd. di. grs. rSx, bust facing ; rev. OivitSs loodod, usual 

cross with three joined pellets in each angle, very fine and 
extremely rare [PI. VI] 1 

HENRY VII, 1485-1509. 

Gold. 

-■ ’■ ’ Sovereign, third type {Dud. iv, 4), obv. m. m. lis, henRiavs x dui x 

gr?C x rox x :vr>GL x 0t x frSo x dds x hum, king holding sceptre 

and orb, seated facing on wide throne with three arches, four lis 

in field on either side; rev. m.m. dragon, ihUsvs x Svtqcq, * 

trsdsiQos, &c., small shield on double rose within tressure, with 

two saltires in each spanclril of arches; wt. 2367 grs., fine and 
very rare [PI. VI] j 

236 Angel, first coinage {Kenyon, 2, var.), m.m. rose-and-sun conjoined 

on both sides, htujRia x di x grs x rqx x sogl x $ x nevna, 

»St. Michael with one foot on dragon ; rev. pqr x orvso x tvs 

ending rqdqcdpt, two ropes from stern and one from prow of ship, 

and with h and rose at sides of mast; wt. 79 grs., very fine, and 

rare, an unpublished variety and mint mark [PI. VI] 1 

'V From the Montagu, 1896 (lot 654) sale. 

Angel, second coinage, m.m. cinquefoil on both sides, henRia x 

DI x GRS X &C, St. Michael with both feet on the dragon ; rev. 

pQr x 0r\ aa * &c., ending ru, h and rose as before, and ship with 

rudder, very fine, scarce 



Half Angel, second coinage (Kenyon, no. 4), on. on. pheon on both 

sides, obv. legend terminating rqx x TTgl’x z} St. Michael with both 

feet on dragon ; rev. o * orvx * sve * &c., h and rose as before, 

very fine and rare 1 

From the Shepherd, 1885 (lot 196), and Montagu, 1896 (lot 669) 
sales. 

Silver. 

Groat, of first coinage, with open crown, London, on. on. lis and rose 

united on both sides, no crosses at sides of neck, but with rose on 

breast, cross after POSVi, very fine and very rare [PI. VI] 1 

*"** From the L. A. Laurence collection. 

Groat, of first coinage, with open crown, London, on. on. lis and rose 

conjoined on obv. only, arches of tressure over crown, and on 

king’s breast, not fleured, no on. on. on reverse. Half Groats (2), 

first coinage, with open crown, Canterbury, on. on. tun, cross each 

side of neck, and cc in centre of rev. for Abp. Morton ; second 

coinage, with arches of tressure not continued over crown, Lon¬ 

don, ooi. on. lis, with rosette stops in obv. legend, with cross fourchee 

on rev. Halfpenny, of first coinage, London, on. on. lis and rose 

united, reading hetORia . di . gra . rqx ; wt. 5f grs. (Ilks. 368 en¬ 

graved from tins coin); Another, of same coinage, London, on. on. 

lis and rose united, the first ecctreonely fine, and the others fine, all 

rare 5 

Groats, of second coinage, with arched crown, of London, on. ooi. 

cross-crosslet, on. on. escallop (5), on. ooi. cinquefoil (6), and without 

on. on., but with cross each side of neck. Half Groat, of same 

coinage, of York, on. on. martlet. Penny, of Durham, sovereign 

type, reading derIiacd, with D-s at sides of shield (for Bp. 

Seveyer), chiefly fine and interesting 15 

ft 

Groats (3), third coinage, profile bust with arched crown, on. on. lis, 

head and bust as on the rare “ Septim ” Groat, but with Roman 

numerals VII; the two others of the usual type, wit h small profile 

bust, on. ooi.’s pheon and cross-crosslet, all veo'y fine, and the first 

very rare 3 

Perkin Warbeck Groat, Anglo-Gallic series (Hud. Suppt. hi, 

33), on. on. lion passant on both sides, doccids x sS'lvvcc x FVa x 

within a double tressure of five arches, an armorial ROGacC *, 
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Lot 243—continued. 

shield surmounted by a double-arched crown, at the sides a 

crowned lis and a crowned rose ; rev. CCTm * TQaKSL * pEvrhs * 

Ik)9S x (1494) within a double quatrefoil, a large lis and lion with 

crown above, and a rose below ; wt. 60-3 grs., very fine and ex¬ 

tremely rare [PI. VI] 1 

*** From the Cuff, 1854 (lot 958), and the Rashleigh, 1909 (lot 774) 
sales. This specimen is heavier than those usually met with. 

JU 

HENRY VIII, 1509-1546. 

Gold. 

244 Sovereign, of second coinage (1526-1543), m. m. Its on obv., and 

arrow on rev., hQORiavs * dQi * GRSaiTC * &c., ending Dns £ hyB, 

king seated on throne, with portcullis at his feet; rev. i has vs x 

"Cvtuco * TR^nsians * &c., shield of arms on a double rose sur¬ 

rounded by a single floral treasure, without lions or lis in the 

arches ; wt. 237-3 grs., very fine and rare [PI. VII] 1 

*** From the Hankin, 1900 (lot 292) sale. 

245 Sovereign, third coinage (Dud. vi, l), m.m. lis on both sides, 

henRia 8 x di x grs x snGLia * &c., ending hiBQ * R«x x king wear¬ 

ing short beard and ruff enthroned, with rose at his feet, within 

a floral tressure ; rev. ihasvs * XvTex * TR^naiens &c., royal arms 

crowned, and supported by a lion and dragon, below on a tablet, 

hr (mon.); wt. 198 grs., extremely fine, and very rare of this issue 

[PI. VII] 1 

*** From the Cuff, 1854 (lot 959), Lord Hastings, 1880 (lot 281), and 
Moon, 1901 (lot 93) sales. 

1$ . 

%o 

246 Sovereign, fourth coinage, 1544, m. m. s. on both sides, henRia . 8 . 

di .grx.Sgl &c., crowned and bearded figure of king enthroned, 

with rose at his feet within beaded circle; rev. ihs. 7CVTEM. 

TR^nsiens, royal arms crowned and supported by lion and dragon, 

H.R. (mon.) below, Old English and Roman letters on both sides, 

fine and very rare 1 

*** From the Hankin, 1900 (lot 296) sale. 

247 George Noble (Dud.pl. v, 3), m. m. rose on both sides, henRia x 

di x g x r x :tgl x z “ FR^na x Dns x hmaRni, ship with two ropes 

from stern, and one from prow, with h-K (Henry and Katherine 

16 

O - 
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Lot 247—continued. 

of Aragon) at sides of mast; and rose below ; rev. titli * dick £ 

sigoo * roets £ flvOtvAri £ duqvit, St. George on horseback to 

light, piercing the dragon with a spear; ivt. 71 grs., fine and 

extremely rare [PI. VII] ! 

-L Half Sovereign, fourth or fifth coinage, m.m. annulet enclosing 

pellet on both sides, henric . 8 . di . gra &c., ending hibern . 

rex, usual type of king enthroned, with rose at his feet; rev. 

ihs . avtem &c., ending ibai*, royal arms with lion and dragon 

supporters, and below h.r. (mon.), Roman letters on both sides, 

very fine, rare 2 

From the Buncombe, Addington and Montagu, 1897 (lot 238) 
collections. 

-4 ) Half Sovereign, fourth or fifth coinage, m.m. annulet enclosing 

pellet on both sides, as before, Roman lettering, but reading 

frncie :z : hibernie, and iba, very fine on obv., but not struck up 

on rev., rare 1 

**vr From the Hankin, 1900 (lot 298) sale. 

-■Cl Angel, first issue, m.m. castle on both sides, heoRia x vm x &c., 

usual type with h and rose at sides of ship’s mast. Crown, fourth 

coinage, m.m. annulet enclosing pellet on both sides, hunRia . 8 JU 

&c., with h-R crowned on both sides, divided by crowned rose or 
shield, both fine 2 

251 Crown, second coinage, m. m, rose on both sides, hunRia x vm 

k\ riLlTos &c., h—k crowned at sides of crowned rose only ; rev. 

dui x G x R x S'gliq &c., plain shield of arms crowned. Half 

Crown, same coinage and m. m., obv. like the rev. of the Crown, 

but reading haoRia x 8 *, and the rev. like the obv. of the Crown, 

but rvtil^os * &c., and the letters h-k at sides of rose are not 

crowned, both very fine and rare, the latter from the Brice, and 

Montagu, 1896 (lot 733) collections 2 

252 Half Angel, first coinage, m. m. castle on both sides, honRia x vm x 

&c., type of Angel with both feet of St. Michael on dragon ; rev. 

o x grvx x AV6 x &c., extremely fine and well spread, and very rare 

in this state [PI. VI l] \ 

*** From the Bergne, 1873 (lot 514), Brice, and Montagu, 1896 
(lot 726) collections. 
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Silver. 

Testoon, third coinage (fine silver), on. on. lis on both sides, 

hanRia x vm x di x grtc x &c., bust facing, crowned, with mantle 

and fur collar; rev. rosvi * &c., ending SdivtoOrivcd, double rose 

crowned between h-R crowned, very fine and unusually round, 

very rare [PI. VII] 1 

*** From the Brice, and Montagu, 1896 (lot 759) collections. 

Groats, second coinage (profile of Henry VIII), on. on. rose on both 

•sides, hENRic x vm &c., old English and Roman letters in obv. 

legend ; York mint, two varieties of Wolsey’s Groat, with Car¬ 

dinal s hat under shield, with and without T—W, both with on. on. 

cross on both sides, the first and last appao'ently oinpublished. 

Half Groats, first coinage (Henry VII profile), po.SVI type (2), 

one on. on. martlet with W5C over shield ; York Archiepiscopal (2), 

with two keys and Cardinal’s hat, on. on.’s star and sun-and-cloud ; 

second coinage (3), Canterbury of Abp. Cranmer, with t-ci 

at sides of shield, and posvi type, on. on.’s lis and rose, chiefly 
fine 10 

Groats, of debased silver (2), Bristol and London, and another 

(fine silveo') of third coinage, posvi &c. Pennies, of debased 

coinage, of Canterbury (2), and London (2); and sovereign type 

of Durham, of Cardinal Wolsey, with T-W at sides of shield, and 

Cardinal’s hat below, dvrrscd, and London (4), on. on.’s E, port¬ 

cullis, pheon, and arrow. Halfpence (3), of first and second 

coinage, London, on. on. s portcullis and arrow, and debased coinage 

of York, chiefly fine, soone scarce 

EDWARD VI, 1546-1553. 

Gold. 

Sovereign, of second coinage (Rud. vii, 2), of Southwark, on. m. 

Y. (Sir John Yorke, master of the Southwark mint) on both sides, 

edward . \ i . d . g . agl., &c., with cinquefoil after rex, king 

enthroned holding sword and orb; iwihs. avtem transiens, 

&c., arms crowned, with supporters, and below on a tablet with 

scroll decoration, e r ; ict. 167*8 grs., very fine aood very o-are 
[PI VII] ' 1 

* F.om the Guff, 1854 (lot 1014), Lord Hastings, 1880 (lot 295) 
and Hankin, 1900 (lot 300) sales. 

7 * 
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Half Sovereign, of first coinage, with name of Henry VIII, but 

with portrait of Edward A I (Rud. Vi, 2), on. m. arrow on both 

sides, henric . 8 . d . G . agl &c., king enthroned, with rose at ^ 

his feet; rev. ihs . avte’ . transie’, crowned shield with sup- 

porters, below H . r mon. on a tablet, diamond or mascle stops in 

legend on both sides, fine and rare 1 

*** From the Montagu, 1897 (lot 258) sale. 

Crown, without king’s name, m. m. annulet-enclosing-pellet on 

both sides, legend on one side dei . gra . agl . fraoo . s. hiB . 

RQX, and on the others similar, but with frS, with h—R at sides 

of ciowned rose, and E (altered from h) r at sides of crowned 

shield, fine and very rare, but cracked i 

From the L. A. Laurence collection. Mr. Roth considered that 
this piece might probably be attributed to Edward VI. 

Angel, of third coinage (1550), on. on. ostrich head on both sides, 

udw'Xrd x vi x d x G x ?Cgl * frA" * 2 x hiB * R0x x, the Archangel 

St. Michael with both feet on dragon ; rev. pur x ORvae * tvXm x 

&c., legend ending R0ne, 0 and rose at sides of ship’s mast above 

shield (hud. \m, 4); wt. 78 grs., fine and exceedingly rare 

[PI. VII] ‘ ' 1 

* From the Addington collection, and Montagu duplicates, 1888 
(lot 193). 

Sovereign, of fourth coinage (Kenyon, 76), of Southwark mint, 

m. m. Y. on both sides, rdward . vi . d . g . Sgl . &c., three- 

quarter length figure of king' crowned, and in armour, holding L ' , 
sword and orb ; rev. ihs . SVT0 . TRS'nai. p0r . o:0div . illor . ibat, 

crowned shield of arms with supporters, and below E R on tablet 

with scroll decoration, very fine and rare, with unpublished read¬ 

ing on rev. 2 

*** From the Montagu, 1897 (lot 257) sale. 

Half Sovereign, of fourth coinage (hud. vm, 7), on. on. tun on both 

sides, obv. similar to Sovereign in previous lot; rev. ihs. 3Ytucd . 

TR'.nsm . P0R . cpgdi’ . illo’ . ibat, crowned shield between e-r, 

very fine and rare 1 

* From the Bergne, 1873 (lot 555), Brice, and Montagu, 1896 
(lot 809) collecti ons. 
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*262 Crown, of fourth coinage {Dad. vm, 8), m.m. tun on both sides, 

obv. legend and type as before ; rev. sovtvco . fidSi . protRg«t . «vcc, 

crowned shield of arms between E-R ; wt. 44 grs., very fine and 

very rare [PI. VII] 1 

*** From the Wigan, Brice, and Montagu, 1896 (lot 811) collections. 

263 Half Sovereign, of second coinage, m. m. arrow on both sides, 

EDWARD . vi . d . g. agl. &c., crowned bust in plain armour to 

right; rev• scvtvm . fidei . &c., with cinquefoil before and after 

legend, and between each word, Roman letters on both sides, 

garnished oval shield crowned between E-R, fine and rare 1 

264 Crown, of second coinage, of Southwark mint {Dud. vn, 5), m. m. 

Y. on both sides, legends and type as Half Sovereign in previous 

lot, but with diamond stops in legends, and reading proteg, fine 

for the coin, although someudiat bnchled, extremely rare 1 

*** From the Hastings, 1880 (lot 306), and Montagu 1896 (lot 799), 

sales. 

265 Half Crown, of second coinage {Dud. vn, 6), m.m. arrow on both 

sides, legends and type as before, but reading ag, fr.s.hi on 

obv., and proteget on rev., also without e-r at sides of shield; 

wt. 21 grs., very fine and extremely rare [PI. VII] 1 

'"V'f From the Russell, Brice, Murchison, 1864 (lot 160), Bergne, 
1873 (lot 551), Brice, and Montagu, 1896 (lot 802) collections. 

SILVER. 

266 Testoon, of first (debased) coinage, 1549 {Dud. ix, 10), m. m. 

grapnel on both sides, edward x vi x d . g . agl , fra &c., bust 

crowned to right; rev. Timor . domini . fons . vite. mdxi.ix, 

garnished oval shield between E-R, extremely fine, and a very 

rare mint mark [PI. VII] l 

*** From the Dimsdale, 1824 (lot 624), Durrant, 1847 (lot 417), 
Russell, Bergne, 1873 (lot 527), Brice, and Montagu, 1896 (lot 
82 1) collections. 

267 Testoon, of first coinage {finer silver), 1549, m.m. Bow (Sir 

Martin Bowes) on both sides, Timor . domini . fons . vit/e mdxlix, 

on obv., and rev. edward . vi . d . g . angl &c., type as before. 

Half Groat, of debased coinage, of Canterbury {Dud. ix, 4), no 

wi. m. on either side, edoard . vi . d . g . agl . fr . s . hi . rex, 

king’s bust crowned to right; rev. civitas cantor, cross fourchee 

quartering shield, both well preserved, and the latter very rare 2 
E 
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268 Groat, of debased coinage (Rud. ix, l), m. m. arrow on both sides, 

edward . 6 . d . G . ag . fr . s . hi . rex, diamond stops, draped 

bust of king crowned to right; rev. posvi . dev’, adivtore mevm, 

royal shield on cross fourchee, unusually fine for this very rare 

coin [PI. VII] 1 

From the Cuff, 1854 (lot 1001), Bergne, 1873 (lot 529), Brice, 
and Montagu, 1888 (lot 204) sales. 

269 Crown, of the Southwark mint {Ilud, x, l), 1551, m. m. y. (Sir 

John Yorke) on both sides, etovvffRD . vi . d . g . Kgl &c.. king 

with sword, on cantering horse, to right, with date below ; rev. 

posvi, &c., cross fourchee quartering shield, extremely fine, and 

rare in this state \ 

270 Half Crown, of the Southwark mint {Rud, x, 2), 1551, same 

m. m. and type as before, but the king’s horse has a plume on his 

head, and is moving at a walking pace, jfine and scarce 1 

271 Shilling, of second coinage {fine silver), m. m. tun on both sides, 

usual type of crowned bust between rose and value. Sixpence, 

same coinage, of the Southwark mint, m.m.J., usual type, but 

reading mevm {Rud. x, 6 and 7), both extremely fine, and rare in 

this state 2 

*** From the Brice and Montagu, 1896 (lot 845), collections. 

272 Threepence, of second coinage, of York {Rud, x, 11), m.m. 

pierced mullet on both sides, mark of value m on obv., and read¬ 

ing SG . FR . ; rev. cuviTXs. QBORttai, two pellets each side of m. m. 

on obv., fine and very rare \ 

*** From the Bergne, 1873 (lot 540), Brice, and Montagu, 1896 
(lot 851) collections. 

MARY (Sola), 1553-1554. 

Gold. 

273 Fine Sovereign, 1553 {Rud. ix, 1), cd^ri?c . d . g. KnG . frR. z. hm. 

REGinS. cddliii, pomegranate after cdVritt, Queen enthroned 

holding sceptre and orb, with portcullis at her feet; rev. ft. Dno. 

F/VUtv. QST &c., royal shield on double rose within tressure, pome¬ 

granate after duo, double annulet stops in both legends (the first 

dated gold coin), very fine and rare ] 

*** From the Col. Tobin Bush, 1902 (lot 58) sale. 

l 
* 
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274 Ryal, 1 553 (Bud. ix, 2), cdsriis: . d . G. 5fnc. krS1 . s ■ hiB. RQGinTC 

cddliii, pomegranate after ccxriX, the queen standing facing in 

ship, holding sword and shield ; in front of ship large rose, and 

at stern a flag bearing M ; rev. S'. Dno. fxcitv . qst . istvd . z. asT. 

ctmrSbi . in. oovl . nRis, double annulet stops in both legends, 

cross Henry with radiate rose in centre, within beaded tressure; 

117 '4 grs., very fine and of extreme rarity [PI. VIII] 1 

*** From the Hankin, 1900 (lot 308) sale. 

275 Angel (End. ix, 3), cdxriS. d. g. SnG &c., ending rqgi, St. Michael 

standing with both feet on dragon; rev. S’. Dno. fTCOtv &c., 

ending cdirs'bi, pomegranate after ccS'RiS and istvd, annulet stops 

in both legends, CD and rose over shield at sides of ship’s mast, 

fine and very rare 1 

55 
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Silver. 

276 

277 

278 

Groat (Bud. xi, 1), ccsris: . d . g. XnG . FRS &c., ending rqgi, 

crowned bust of queen to left, with pearl necklet and jewelled 

pendant; rev. vqritSs . &c., pomegranate after MSCRiS: and 

vaRiTS's, shield on cross fourchee, extremely fine 1 

PHILIP AND MARY, 1554-1558. 

Silver. 

Shilling, 1554 (Bud. xi, 9, var.), with Neapolitan and Spanish 

titles, usual type of busts of King and Queen facing each other, 

with date above, at sides of crown ; rev. posvimvs dQvcd, &c., and 

reading Sdivtorivm for JCdivtorscd, value xn at sides of crown 

over garnished oval shield, very fine, and an unpublished variety 1 

Half Groat (Bud. xi, 6), m. m. lis on both sides, philip. et. maria 

d. g. rex. et. regina, crowned bust of Queen to left, as on her 

“Sola” groats; rev. posvim . devcd . adivto . nos, shield on cross 

fourchee; wt. 14 grs., fine, and of extreme rarity [PI. VIII] 1 
* * 

* From the Webb, 1894 (lot 308) sale. 
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ELIZABETH, 1558-1602. 

Gold. 

279 Fi ne Sovereign, 2nd issue, 1584-1601, m. m. escallop on both 

sides, Elizabeth . d. o. &c., usual type of Queen enthroned, holding- 

sceptre and orb, portcullis at her feet; rev. a . dno . factv . est . 

istvd, &c., ending ocvlis . nrs, royal shield in centre of double 

rose, very fine, rare 1 

280 Ryal {Bud. ix, 7), m. m. A on rev. only, ulizxb. d. g. Adg. fr. ut. 

hiB. rugioX, Queen holding sceptre and orb, standing in ship with 

high quarter-deck, and flag bearing U at the prow, rose at ship’s 

side ; rev. m. m. S . ihs . Avt . trAosiUds . pur . ccudiv’ . illorvcd . 

ibtct, cross fleury with radiate rose in centre, with lis in each fork 

of cross, and lion under crown in each angle, all within tressure 

of arches, with trefoil in each spandril, very fine and very rare 
[PI. VIII] ‘ 1 

*** From the Moon, 1901 (lot 138) sale. 

281 Half-Sovereign, 1592-1601 (Kenyon, 88), m. m. tun on both sides, 

ELIZABETH . D. G. ANG., &c., bust of fine style, richly ornamented 

dress, and arched crown, flowing hair; rev. SCVTVM. fidei, &c., 

plain shield crowned between e-r, extremely fine, and a rare 

variety [PI. VIII] 1 

*** From the Bergne, 1873 (lot 601), Brice, and Montagu, 1896 
(lot 46) collections. 

282 Angel, 1558-1578, m. m. cinquefoil on both sides, usual type, with 

E and rose above shield at sides of mast. Quarter-Angel, 
1577-1581, m.m. cross on both sides, type as angel, but reading 

Elizabeth . D. G. ang . francie, &c., continued on the rev., and 

ending fidei, both very fine, and the latter rare 2 

283 Half Angel, 1558-1578, m. m. cinquefoil on both sides, usual type 

and legends, but reading ANG for an, extremely fine, and a rare 

mint mark, the only specimen quoted by Kenyon ivcis from Sir 

John Evans’s collection. 1 

*** From the Montagu, 1896 (lot 69) sale. 

Silver. 

284 Crown, 1601 {/Iks. 460), m.m. 1 on both sides, usual type; rev. 

POSVI DEVM, &c., garnished square shield on cross fourchee, very 

fine, rare 1 
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Half Ci’own, 1601, m. m. 1 on both sides, type and legends as 

Crown, very fine, the legends being equally well struck, rare 1 

*** From the Richard Iloblyn, 1906 (lot 70) collection. 

Shilling [Snelling, vir, 18), m. m. lis on both sides, Elizabeth, d. g. 

ang. fran. z. hib. regina, Queen’s bust to left crowned ; rev. 

POSVI.DEVM, &c., plain shield on cross fourchee, with the inner 

circles on both sides plain, not beaded, very fine and rare 1 

*** From the Brice and Montagu, 1896 (lot 86) collections. 

Shillings (2), m. m. bell, 1582-84 ; m. m. key, 1595-98. Sixpences, 
1564, m. m. pheon; 1567, m. m. lion; 1568 and 1570, m.m. 

coronet; 1578, m.m. plain cross; 1590 and 1592, m.m. hand; 

and 1602, m. m. 1; 1562 and 1565, m. m. pheon; 1566, m. m. 

portcullis; 1567 and 1568, m.m. coronet; 1571, m.m. castle; 

1573, m.m. ermine; 1574 and 1576, m.m. cinquefoil; 1580, 

m. m. cross; 1582 and 1583, m. m. bell; 1584, m. m. 7C; 1586, 

m.m. escallop; 1588, m.m. crescent; 1593, m.m. tun; 1595, 

m.m. woolpack; 1596, m. m. key; 1600, m. m. O. Half 

Groats (2), of London, m. m’s. crescent and key. Pennies (2), 

of London, m. m’s. 1 and O. Halfpence (3), m. m’s. 1, O and 2, 

a desirable lot, and many fine 36 

Shilling, of milled coinage (large module), m. m. star on both sides, 

Elizabeth . D. G. ang, &c., short bust to left, wearing low crown 

and ornamented bodice ; rev. POSVI. DEVM, &c., plain square shield 

on cross fourchee, no inner circle on either side, very rare, and 

in superb condition, believed to be the finest specimen known 
[PI. VIII] 2 

*** Fl0m the Tyssen, 1802 (lot 1820), Trattle, 1832 (lot 304) 
Durrant, 1847 (lot 488), Bergne, 1873 (lot 583), Brice and 
Montagu, 1896 (lot 112) sales. 

Sixpences, of milled coinage, 1562, m. m. star, three varieties, 

small bust with ornamented bodice and large rose behind, plain 

bodice and large rose, and large bust with ornamented bodice and 

small rose; 1567, m. m. lis, short bust and small rose, and 1570, 

same m. m., but with short bust of different style, cutting through 

legend. Threepence, of milled coinage, 1562, m. m. star, 

crowned bust, with small rose behind, chiefly very fine, including 
the last, which is also rare g 

Groat, of the milled coinage [Hud. xii, 3), m. m, star, Elizabeth . 

d. g. ang. fra, &c„ crowned bust to left in ornamented dress- 
E 3 
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rev. posvi . devm, &c., plain square shield on cross fourchee, in 

beautiful condition, and very rare [PI. VIII] l 

From the Christmas, “A Lady in the North,” Brice, and Montagu, 
1896 (lot 121) collections. 

JAMES I, 1603-1625. 

Gold. 

291 Fine Sovereign (Bud. xn, 1), m. m. mullet on both sides, iacobvs. 

d. G. MAG. brit., &c., king enthroned, holding sceptre and orb, at 

his feet a portcullis, all within tressure ; rev. A . dno . factym . 

EST. ISTVD, &c., royal shield in centre of large double rose ; 

wt. 213 grs., very fine and rare 1 

292 Thirty Shilling Piece or Rose Ryal (Bud. xn, 5, var.), m. m. 

trefoil on both sides, iacobvs. d. g. ma. bri., &c., king seated on 

throne with plain back, and holding sceptre and orb, portcullis at 

his feet; rev. A . DNO . factvm . EST. &c., ending INOC : nris, 

plain square shield (surmounted by xxx for value) on cross fleury, 

surrounded by two beaded inner circles, within which, and in each 

angle of cross, are a lis, lion, and rose, extremely fine and rare 1 

*** From the Clarkson, 1901 (lot 65) sale. 

293 Spur Ryal (Bud. xn, 2), m. m. tower on both sides, iacobvs d. g. 

mag. brit. &c., king standing in ship, holding sword and shield, 

mast on either side, a flag bearing I at prow, rose at side of ship ; 

rev. A . dno . factvm, &c., cross fourchee with radiate rose in 

centre, lis in each fork of cross, and lion under crown in each 

angle, the whole surrounded by a tressure of arches, with trefoil 

in each spandril; wt. 105 grs., very fine and rare [PI. VIII] 1 

*** From the Hankin, 1900 (lot 318) sale. 

294 Fifteen Shilling Piece (Bud. xii, 6), m.m. spur rowel on both 

sides, iacobvs. D. g. mag. brit. &c., lion sejant facing, holding 

sceptre, and supporting shield in front of him, at the sides x-V; 

rev. A . dno. FACTVM, &c., radiate rose in centre of cross fleur-de- 

lisee, with each limb crowned, and with lion under crown in each 

angle, the whole within a tressure of arches, with pellet in each 

spandril, extremely fine, and very rare [PI. VIII] 1 

*** From the Hankin, 1900 (lot 320) sale. 
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295 Half Sovereign, of first coinage, 1603-4, m. m. thistle-head on 

both sides, iacobvs . d. g. angl. SCO. &c., crowned bust of king to 

right, in decorative armour ; rev. EXVRGAT . DEVS, &c., plain square 

shield, crowned, between l~R, extremely fine, and exceedingly rare 

[PI. VIII] 1 

*** From the Bergne, 1873 (lot 641), Brice, and Montagu, 1896 
(lot 154) sales. 

296 Angel, 1619-1625 (Rud.x n, 7 ),m.m. trefoil on both sides, iacobvs. 

d.g. mag. bri. &c., St. Michael slaying the dragon, on right, under 

his wing, the mark of value, X; rev. A. domino, EACTVM, &c., a 

three-masted ship to left, with royal arms embroidered on sail, 

and lions at stern, prow, and on pennon, very fine and rare 1 

*** From the Montagu, 1896 (lot 180) sale. 

297 Britain Crown, 1604-1612 (1hid. xi, 7), m. m. cross on both sides, 

IACOBVS. d.g. bia. bri. &c., bust of king crowned, in armour, to 

right; rev. henricvs. ROSAS, etc., square shield surmounted by 

crown between i-r, very fine, and round, rare in this state 1 

*** From the Bergne, 1873 (lot 646), Brice, and Montagu, 1896 (lot 
162), collections. 

29s Britain Half-crown, m. in. bell on both sides, similar type to 

crown in former lot, but I. D. G. ROSA, &c., and on rev. tveatvr. 

vnita. devs ; Crown, 1603-4, m. m. thistle-head on both sides, 

iacobvs. d. g. ang. SCO, &c., small bust in armour crowned to 

right, and on rev. the usual type with tveatvr legend, the latter 
fine and scarce 2 

*** The latter from the Bank of England, Brice, and Montagu, 1896 
(lot 160) collections. 

Silver. 

299 Crown, of second coinage, m. m. lis on both sides, iacobvs d. g. 

mag. bri, &c., double stops in legend, king on horseback to right, 

sword in hand, crowned rose on housings, and ground with grass 

undei the horse ; rev. qv^e. DEVS, &c., garnished square-topped 

shield, the bottom of which cuts through inner circle, extremely 
fine, and a rare variety ] 

*** From the Montagu, 1896 (lot 196) sale. 

300 Shilling, of second coinage (Dud, xvn, 5) m. m. tun on both sides, 

IACOBVS. D. G. bia. bri. fra, &c., crowned bust of king to right 

in armour, xii behind ; rev. Qvai. devs, &c., plain square shield 
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of arras, in perfect condition, beautifully struck, and round, 

extremely rare in this state [PI. VIII] \ 

From the Bolland, Brunei], Bergne, 1873 (lot 631), Brice, and 
Montagu, 1896 (lot 205) collections. The late Mr. Wm. Brice, 
whose collection of coins was unsurpassed for condition, used to 
call this piece The finest known specimen.” 
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CHARLES I, 1625-1648. 

301 

Gold. 

Tower Unite, second type, m.m. castle on both sides, crowned bust 

with ruff to left; rev. florent, &c., garnished square-topped 
shield crowned, very fine 1 

302 Half Unite, of same mint and type, in. m. cross on steps on both 

sides, rev. cvltores. svi. &c. ; Crown, of same type, but with 

m. m. negro’s head on both sides, and without inner circle on obv., 

both fine, and the latter a rare mint mark 2 

303 Angel, of first issue (1625), m.m. lis, carolvs. d. g. mag. bri.&c., 

St. Michael and dragon ; rev. amor popvli. pr.esidivm regis, 

three-masted ship to left, with large sail decorated with royal 

arms, lion at stern, on prow and on pennon, fine, but pierced for 

suspension (as a touch piece), extremely rare, and unpublished 
[PI. VIII] l 

From the Montagu, 1896 (lot 271), sale, where, in a note, it is 

stated that “this angel belongs to the first issue, A.D. 1625, of 

which Kenyon gives no example.” 

304 Oxford Treble Unite, 1642 (Dud. xm, 9), m.m. plume on obv. 

only, CAROLVS. D. G. MAG. BRIT. FRAN. ET. HI. REX., half length 

figure of king in armour to left, holding upright sword, and olive 

branch, plume behind, no part of king’s figure touches the inner 

circle ; rev. exvrgat. devs, &c., and the “ Declaration ” in three 

scrolls continuous from legend ; above, three plumes, and the 

value ill, and below the date, 1642, very fine, and rare 1 

305 Oxford Treble Unite, 1644 (Kenyon, p. 159, no. 3), m. in. plume 

on obv. only, CAROLVS, &c., as before, but with BRI. fra. et. hiber, 

half length figure of king as before, but larger and of finer work, 

and he holds a longer sword and olive branch, the latter of which 

extends over his left shoulder ; the inner circle is broken in three 
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places by the top of crown, hilt of sword, and mailed hand ; rev. 

EXVRGAT, &c., and the “Declaration” in three lines, within a 

continuous scroll, from legend ; above, three plumes and HI, and 

below, 1644 oxon, very fine and very rare 1 

306 Oxford Unite, 1643 (Kenyon, no. 3plume on obv. only, 

CAROLVS, &c., as before, but reading br. fr. et. hiber, and the 

inner circle is not broken at any part, the value XX is behind king’s 

head; rev. as before, but without value above “Declaration,” 

and dated 1643, very fine and rare 1 

*** From the Brice, and Montagu, 1896 (lot 479) collections. 

307 Oxford Half Unite (Bud. xm, 11), 1643, no on. on. CAROLVS. 

D. G. M. BR. FR. et. Hi. rex, crowned bust in lace collar and armour, 

descending to edge of coin and dividing legend ; rev. exvrgat, 

&c., the “Declaration” in three lines, within a continuous scroll 

from legend, above three plumes, and below the date, 1643, very 

fine and rare 1 

*** From the Durrant, 1847 (lot 714), Wigan, Brice, and Montagu, 

1896 (lot 487) collections. 

Silver. 

308 Crown, of Tower mint, type l.a. (Hks. 472), m.m. cross on steps on 

both sides, CAROLVS, &c., king on horseback to left, wearing ruff, 

sword in right hand, and plume on horse’s head and crupper; 

rev. Christo, &c., garnished square shield on cross fleury, fine 

and rare 1 

*** From the Montagu, 1896 (lot 281) sale. 

309 Crown, of the Tower mint, type 2.b. (Bud. xvm, 5), on. on. rose 

over plume on both sides, small equestrian figure of king to left, 

carrying sword, plume on horse’s head, and broad cross on the 

housings ; rev. christo, &c., garnished oval shield surmounted by 

plumes between C-R, very fine and rare 1 

*** From the Yorke-Moore, Montagu, 1888 (lot 292), and J. E. Moon, 

1901 (lot 192) sales. 

310 Half Crowns, of Tower mint, type 2.c., on. on. harp, equestrian figure 

of king to left, carrying sword over shoulder, plume on horse’s 

head, and broad cross on housings ; CHRISTO, &c., garnished oval 

shield between c-R; two others of type 5, king on fore-shortened 

horse, on. on.’s. p in circle and R in circle, both with garnished oval 

shield, without C-R, all fine for these pieces, and the last a very rare 

on. on. 3 
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311 Shilling, of Tower mint, type 3. b., on. on. bell on botli sides, 

CAROLVS. D. G. MAG. BR. &c., crowned bust of king to left, wearing 

lace collar, armour, and scarf, behind xn ; rev. christo. ay,spice. 

REGNO, garnished oval shield, with plumes above, no inner circles, 

very fine and rare, equal to a proof [PI. VIII] 1 

*** From the Neville-Rolfe, and Montagu, 1897 (lot 356) sales. 

312 Shilling, of Tower mint, type 2.a. (Hks. 513), on. on. plume on both 

sides, CAROLVS. D. G. mag. erl &c., crowned bust of king in ruff, 

armour, and mantle, to left; rev. CHRISTO, &c., garnished oval 

shield with C-R at top, seven pellets each side of m. on., very fine 

and rare in this state 1 

From the Wakeford and Montagu, 1896 (lot 331) sales. 

313 Shilling, of Tower mint, type l.a., on. on. cross-on-steps, bust with 

ruff; Sixpence, of same mint, on. on. crown ; Groat, on. on. bell 

on both sides (pattern?); Half Groats (2), on. on.’s sceptre, and 

plume; Shilling, of Briot’s mint, on. on. anemone and B on obv., 

and B on rev.; Sixpence, on. on. anchor and pierced mullet on 

obv., and anchor on rev. ; Penny, with B under bust, the first 

shilling, and the three Boiofs pieces, fine 8 

314 Sixpence, of Tower mint (Piedfort), ivt. of the shilling, 93 grs., on. on. 

triangle on both sides, with annulet stamped under value vi 

behind king’s bust, usual type of plain square-topped shield on 

cross henry within inner circle ; Another, of ordinary weight, of Jko 

same mint, on. on. sceptre on both sides; Half Groat, on. on. 

plume, bust with ruff, the first extreonely rare (said to be the only 

hiowoi “ piedfoo't ” of this reign), and the last two veop fine 3 

*** The first coin from the L. A. Laurence collection. 

315 Sixpence, of Aberystwith mint, on. on. open book', crowned bust in 

lace collar, between plume and value, usual type, but an unpub¬ 

lished variety with inner circle on rev. only; Groat, similar 

type and on. on., but with inner circle on both sides; Three¬ 
pences (2) one of small size, with on. on. crown ; Half Groat, 

on. on. open book, rev. ivstitia, &c., large plume in coronet in 

centre of field ; Penny, of same type and on.on., all fine, but the 

last holed 6 

*** All from the Montagu 1896 sale. 

316 Half Crown, of Aberystwith mint (Bud. xx, 14), on. on. open book 

on both sides, small equestrian figure of king holding upright a'juL a~» 

sword, with plume behind (greatly inclined to right), and ground 
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under horse ; rev. CHRISTO, &c., garnished oval shield with small 

plume above, and the harp in the arms differently shaped from that 

on other half-crowns, fine an<d very rare, but not a round coin 1 

*** From the Wigan, Street, Marsham, 1888 (lot 595), and Montagu, 

1896 (lot 409) collections. 

317 Shilling, of Bristol mint, 1645 (Snelling, pi. XI, 26), m.m. five 

pellets on obv., and BR (mon.) on rev., usual type, with plume 

before bust of king, in lace collar and armour; rev. EXVRGAT, 

&c., “Declaration” in three lines, commencing REL : PROT: with 

three plumes above and date 1645 below, fine, and a rare date 1 

*** From the Marsham, 1888 (lot 592), and Montagu, 1896 (lot 436) 
sales. 

318 Shilling, of Bristol mint, 1644, m. m. plume over x in REX on obv. 

and BR {mon.) on rev., usual type, but without plume before 

king’s bust; rev. usual “Declaration ” type, reading RELIC : PRO. ; 

Groats (2), 1644, no m.m., varieties with REL. PRO., with 

br {mon.) under date, and REL . prot without BR under date, all 

fine and rare 3 

*** All from the Montagu, 1896, sale. 

319 Half Groat, of Bristol mint {Bud. Supp. pi. v, 11 var.), no m. m., 

CAROLVS . D . G. M . B . F. et . Pi. rex, crowned bust of king to left, 

with value il behind ; rev. exvrg . DEVS . DISSIP . inimici., “De¬ 

claration ” re . PR . le . AN . Li. PA in three lines between two 

parallel ones, and below, BR {mon.), very fine and extremely rare 

[PI. IX] 1 

*** From the Bergne, 1873 (lot 708), Brice, and Montagu, 1896 
(lot 437) collections. 

320 Crown, of Exeter mint, 1645, coarse work {Hks. 480), m. m. castle, 

equestrian figure of king holding upright sword, the faces of the 

king and horse are three-quarters left, and there are no trappings 

on horse; rev. christo, &c., ending with date 1645, garnished 

oval shield ; and an Exeter Sixpence, of usual type, the former 

very fine and rare, nice tone 2 

**" From the Col. Tobin Bush, 1902 (lot 78) sale. 

321 Half Crown, of uncertain attribution, the obv. of Oxford type, 

m.m. plume (1), king on small horse of the Oxford style, holding 

sword inclined forwards, ground under horse ; rev. CHRISTO, Ac., 

with rosettes between words of legend, garnished oval shield 

crowned between C-R (Mr. Roth was of opinion that the rev. of 
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this piece should be compared with Hits. 488 of Exeter, but it 

moi e nearly resembles Hks. 500, attributed to Weymouth), fine 

and excessively rare, apparently unpublished [PI. IX] 1 

From the Bergne, 1873 (lot 767), Brice, and Montagu, 1896 
(lot 592) collections. 

Pound, of Oxford mint, 1643 (Dud. xxxm, l), on. on. plume on 

obv. and seven pellets on rev., reading magni . britani in obv. 

legend, king on horseback to left holding upright sword, and 

riding over arms and cannon, behind, plume ; rev. exvrgat, &c., 

Declaration” in two lines across field, RELlG . PROT. LEG, &c., 

three plumes and xx above, and below, the date 1643 (altered 

from 1642), very fine, and an extremely rare date 1 

32.! Pound, of Oxford, “fine work” type, 1644 (Rud. xxxm, 3), on. on. 

plume on obv. only, legend on obv. reading MAG . brit . fra . ET . 

hiber . rex, king on a larger and high-spirited horse, holding 

upright sword cutting through inner circle, and riding over arms 

and armour, behind, a plume ; rev. EXVRGAT, &c. in small letters, 

and in centre the ‘Declaration” in three lines within a compart¬ 

ment ornamented with a lion’s head, above, xx and large plume 

with bands, and below, the date 1644 ox, very fine and veo'y rare 
[PI. IX] 1 

*** From Col. Lambert’s, 1903 (lot 105) sale at Puttick’s. 

324 Half Pound, of Oxford, 1643 (Dud. xxxm, 4), on. on. plume on 

obv. and four pellets on rev., king on horseback to left, holding- 

upright sword (within inner circle), and riding over arms, 

with drum in centre, behind, a plume, reading magn . BRIT. ; 

rev. exvrgat, &c., “Declaration” in two lines across the field, 

above, three small plumes with bands, and x, and below, the date 

1643, extremely fine and veo:y rare in this state 1 

' *'* From the Yorke-Moore, 1879 (lot 208), Brice, and Montagu, 1896 
(lot 499) collections. 

325 Celebrated Oxford Crown, by Rawlins (Dud. xxiv, l), on. on. 

floriated cross on obv. only, CAROLVS . D . G . MAG . brit . FRAN . 

ET. HIBER. rex (lozenge stops), king on horseback to left holding 

long sword pointing backwards and cutting inner circle, under 

the horse a view of the city of Oxford, oxon between two 

steeples, and R (for Rawlins) under horse’s fore-foot; rev. 

EXVRGAT. DEVS, &c. (sprig of flowers between each word), the 

“ Declaration ” RELIG . PROT . LEG . ang . liber . parl. in two lines 
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between two Horal scrolls ; above, v and three plumes with 

bands, and below, 1644 oxon, extremely fine and of excessive 

rarity [PI. IX] 1 
* * From the Dimsdale, 1824 (lot 1131), Wigan, Brice, and Montagu, 

1888 (lot 318), and J. E. Moon, 1901 (lot 225) collections. 

326 Half Crown, of Oxford, 1643, m.m. plume on obv. only, usual 

type, but no ground under horse, three plumes above, and date 

1643 below “Declaration”; Shilling, 1644, m. m. plume on obv. 

and four lozenges on rev., reading MAG . br . FR . El . hiber, 

lozenge stops in both legends and in Declaration, below which 

is 1644 ox, with lozenge each side of date, the former fine on rev. 

but mis-struck on obv., and the latter fine and rare, but has been 

gilt ^ 

*** The former from the Montagu, 1897 (lot 387), and the latter 
from the Montagu, 1896 (lot 523) sales. 

327 Pound, of Shrewsbury, 1642 (.Hks. p. 321, no. l), m. m. five pellets 

on each side, CAROLVS . D . G . MAG . BRIT . FRA . ET . H1B . rex, king 

on large horse to left, holding upright sword, with plume without 

bands behind, no ground under horse ; rev. exvrgat, &c., “ Decla¬ 

ration ” relig . PROT . LEG . angl, &c., in two lines across the 

field, with xx and three plumes as before, above, and 1642 below, 

date figures wide apart, very fine and very rare [PI. IX] 1 

*** From the Murdoch, 1903 (lot 80) sale. 

328 Half Crown, of Shrewsbury, 1642, m. m. plume on obv. only, no 

plume behind king, who is riding a large horse with ground 

underneath, and on rev. “ Declaration ” reading RELIG . PROT . LE . 

ANG, &c., with three plumes without bands, but no mark of value, 

above, and large date 1642 below, very fine and rare, apparently 

an unpublished variety 1 

*** From the Montagu, 1897 (lot 397) sale. 

329 Half Crown, of Weymouth, m. m. small lis on obv., and helmet 

between two annulets on rev., obv. legend ending RX, king riding 

stallion with long flowing mane showing in front; rev. CHRISTO) 

&c., garnished oval shield crowned, with lion’s paws at the sides, 

annulet stops, very fine and rare, but somewhat clipped 1 

330 Half Crown, of Weymouth type, m.m. small shield on obv., legend 

ending rex, king and horse of very coarse work, and on rev. a 

star before and after avspice, and three pellets after REGNO, 

garnished oval shield crowned, ivithout lion’s paws at the sides; 
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Lot 330—continued. 

Groat, of Weymouth, m. m. rose on obv. and helmet on rev., 

crowned bust of king to left, with mi behind, and on rev. a 

garnished oval shield decorated with lis, both fine and rare 2 

•331 Half Crown, of Worcester (Hartlebury Castle), m.m. single pear 

on obv., and three pears on rev. carolvs. d. g. mag. bri [t. fr.] 

an. El. hib. rex, king on horseback to left, holding short sword 

cutting through inner circle; rev. CHRISTO, &c., garnished oval 

shield, with H. c. (for Hartlebury Castle) in garniture below 

(Hks. 494), extremely fine and very rare [PI. IX] 1 

V'r From the Devonshire, 1844 (lot 360), Cuff, 1854 (lot 1147), 
Bergne, 1873 (lot 744), Brice, Montagu, 1888 (lot 349), and 
Murdoch, 1903 (lot 198) collections. 

332 Half Crown, of York, m. m. lion on both sides, usual legend, with 

MAG. brit. fran. et. hib., king on horseback to left, with short 

sword cutting inner circle, horse’s mane shewing in fiont, and his 

tail visible between his legs, ebor below ; rev. CHRISTO, &c., oval 

shield crowned, garnished with lion’s head and paws, very fine 
and rare \ 

**" From the Montagu, 1896 (lot 571) sale. 

THE COMMONWEALTH, 1649-1660. 

Gold. 

333 Unite, or Twenty-shilling piece, 1649 (Bud. xiv, 4), m. m. sun, the. 

COMMONWEALTH. OF. England, St. George’s shield within wreath 

of palm and laurel; rev. god. WITH, vs, shields conjoined of St. 

George and Ireland, above XX-, very fine and a rare date 1 

334 Half Unite, or Ten-shilling piece, 1650, m. m. sun, usual "Breeches” 

type, as Unite, but with value -x- over shields on rev., extremely 

fine 1 

*** From the Montagu, 1896 (lot 669) sale. 

335 Quarter Unite, or Crown, 1650, m.m. sun, type as before, but 

with value -v- over shields on rev., extremely fine 1 

"** From the Wigan, Brice, and Montagu, 1896 (lot 674) collections. 

Silver. 

336 Crown (Bud. xxxi, 1), 1652, m.m. sun, usual “ Breeches ” type, 

with -v- over shields on rev., extremely fine and a scarce date 1 

*** From the Durrant, 1847 (lot 722), Buncombe, 1869 (lot 91), 
Addington, Montagu, 1888 (lot 116), and Moon, 1901 (lot 263) 
collections. 
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337 Shilling, 1652, m. m. sun, type as before, but with -Xll- over 

shields on rev.\ Half Groat, same type, but undated, no m.m. 

or legends ; and a Cromwell Half Crown, 1658 (cast), the first 

two very fine, and round 3 

»i~JU 

OLIVER CROMWELL, LORD PROTECTOR, 1656-1658. 

Gold. 

338 Broad, 1656, by T. Simon (Dud. xiv, 7), olivar. d. g. rp. ang. 

SCO. ET. HIB. &c. PRO. laureated and bare bust of the Protector 

to left; rev. pax. qvteritvr. beli.o, plain square shield of the 

Protectorate crowned, with date 16-56 above, grained edge, 

brilliant and rare . 1 

Silver. 

33y Crown, by Simon, 1658, olivar. d. g. rp. ang. sco. et. hib. &c. 

pro., laureated and draped bust to left (with flaw in die scarcely 

perceptible) ; rev. pax. QV/ERITVR. bello., garnished shield of the 

Protectorate crowned, edge inscribed, has. nisi, peritvrvs, &c., 

in brilliant condition, and rare in this state 1 

From the Duncombe, 1869 (lot 101), Addington, and Montagu, 
1896 (lot 721) collections. 

310 Half Crown, by Simon, 1658, legends, type, and inscription on 

edge, exactly as the Crown ; Shilling, as before, but obv. legend 

reading ang. SCO. [without et] hib. &c. pro., and with grained 

edge, both very fine 2 

I I 

* i£ 

uJt 

<JU. 

CHARLES II, 1660-1684. 

Gold. 

341 Unite, or Broad of hammered coinage, by Simon, m.m. crown 

second issue, with value but without inner circle, carolvs. ll.D. G. 

mag. brit. Ac., laureate bust of king with long hair, wearing 

armour and mantle, with value xx behind ; rev. florent, &c., 

garnished oval shield crowned between c-R, very fine and rare 1 

342 Five Guinea Piece, of milled coinage, by Roettiers, 1669, with 

elephant under laureated and bare bust of king to right, with 

long hair curling under truncation, and with love-lock over his 

left shoulder, CAROLVS. ll. DEI. gratia ; with continuation of 

titles, and date on rev., four shields of arms crowned and arranged 

crosswise, with four sceptres issuing from interlinked c’s in the 

centre, in the angles, inscribed edge, vicesimo. primo., brilliant 
and rare i 

it 

16 fo 
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343 Two-Guinea Piece, 1682, large nude bust laureated to right, 

without love-lock, rounded truncation, edge grained diagonally, 

this date is not given by Kenyon ; Guinea, 1680, of similar type, 

the former extremely fine and rare 2 

The former from the Hastings, 1880 (lot 393), and Montagu, 1896 
(lot 765) sales. 

Silver. 

344 Shilling, of hammered coinage, by Simon, first issue, without value 

or inner circle, m. m. crown, BRIT. fr. et. hib. ; rev. CHRISTO. 

AVSPICE. regno, plain square shield on cross fourchee (Dud. 

xxxiii, 2), extremely fine, and rare \ 

*** From the Hastings, 1880 (lot 537), Brice, and Montagu, 1896 
(lot 746) collections. 

345 Sixpence, of hammered coinage, by Simon, first issue, without 

value or inner circle, m. m. crown, legends and type as before, but 

with BRIT. FRAN. et. hib. (.Rud. xxxiii, 3), very fine, and rare 1 

*** From the Wigan, Brice, and Montagu, 1896 (lot 750) collections. 

346 Crown, milled coinage, 1666, regni. xviii, with elephant under 

bust, usual type, small laureated and draped bust of king; 

another, 1675, larger bust, [r]egni (sic) vicesimo. SEPTIMO; 

Half Crown, 1663, regni. xv, the first very fine and rare, one 

of the best specimens known of this date 3 

*** The former from the Durrant, 1847 (lot 797), Bergne, 1873 
(lot 914), Brice, and Montagu, 1896 (lot 785) collections. 

347 Shilling, 1674, usual type, small laureated and draped bust, with 

plume in coronet underneath, and also in centre of reverse; 

Another, 1684 (last year), with large bust of king laureated and 

draped; Sixpence, 1674, usual type, all with diagonal graining, 

and extremely fine and rare 3 

*** All from the Bergne, 1873, Brice, and Montagu, 1896 (lot 812) 
collections. 

348 The Petition Crown of Thomas Simon, 1663. Obv. carolvs ii. 

DEI. GRA. laureated and draped bust of king to right, with slight 

moustache, long flowing hair, and love-lock over his left shoulder, 

below the truncation of bust is “ Simon”; rev. MAG. bri. FR. ET. 

HIB. REX. 1663, the arms of England, Scotland, France and 

Ireland, on four crowned shields of scroll pattern, arranged cross¬ 

wise, in the angles are interlinked C’s, and in the centre is the 

“lesser George” of the Most Noble Order of the Garter; on the 
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Lot 348—continued. 
edge, in a double line of lloman and script capitals, is the follow¬ 
ing petition : THOMAS SIMON most . hvmbly . PRAYS . YOVR . 

MtAJSSTV TO COMPARE THIS . IIJS . TRYALL . PIECE . WITH . THE . 

DVTCH . AND . IF . MORE . TRVLY . DRAWN . & . EMBOSS’D . MORE . 

GRACE: FVLLY . ORDERED. AND . MORE.ACCVRATELY. ENGRAVEN . 

TO . RELEIVE . HIM. [PI. IX] 1 

*** This specimen, one of the finest known, is from the Edmonds, 
Dimsdale, 1824 (lot 1788), Thomas, 1844 (lot 387), Cuff, 1854 
(lot 1373), Wigan, Yorke-Moore, 1879 (lot 255), Marsham, 1888 
(lot 731), Clarke, 1891 (lot 364), Webb, 1894 (lot 692), and 
Manley Foster, 1903 (lot 243) sales. The inscription on the 
edge is exceedingly well struck, and the coin has a beautiful tone. 

JAMES II, 1685-1688. 

Gold. 

349 Five-Guinea Piece, 1687, iacobvs . dei . gratia, laureate bust of 

king to left, without drapery, long hair curling under truncation, 
and with love-lock over his left shoulder; below, elephant and 
castle; and on rev. a continuation of titles, and cruciform arrange¬ 
ment of arms, with sceptre in each angle, ANNO . REGNI . TERTio 

on edge (Hud. xv, 17), in beautiful condition, and very rare 1 

*** From the Brice, and Montagu, 1896 (lot 842) collections. 

350 Guinea, 1686, legends and type as before, but without elephant and 
castle, extremely fine, rare \ 

Silver. 

351 Half Crown, 1687, regni . tertio, usual type; Shilling, 1687 
(7 struck over 6); Sixpence, 1687, not struck over another 
date, a very fine set, and rare 3 

*** From the Montagu, 1896 (lot 856) sale. 

WILLIAM AND MARY, 1688-1694. 

Gold. 

352 Five-Guinea Piece, 1692, regni . qvarto, usual legends, jugate 
busts of king and queen to right, with elephant and castle below 
truncation, and on rev. a garnished square shield crowned {Bud. 
xvi, 5), extremely fine, and rare \ 

*** From the Wi«an» Brice, and Montagu, 1896 (lot 859) collections. 
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353 Two Guinea Piece, 1693, same legends and type, but no symbol 

under busts, edge grained diagonally (Dud. xvi, 2), extremely 

fine, rare 1 

*** From the Addington, and Montagu, 1896 (lot 861) collections. 

354 Half Guinea, 1691, legends and type similar, but with elephant 

and castle below busts, and on rev. an ungarnished shield crowned, 

diagonally grained edge (Dud. XVI, 8), very fine, and scarce 1 

From the Chetwynd, 1872 (lot 113), Brice, and Montagu, 1896 

(lot 872) collections. 

WILLIAM III, 1694-1701. 

Gold. 

355 Five-Guinea, 1701, usual 11 fine work” type, with laureate bust to 

right, long hair curling under truncation, love-lock over his right 

shoulder, hair high on the forehead, and rounded truncation, 

Deci MO . tertio on edge, brilliant, and rare in this state 1 

~f From the Brice, and Montagu, 1896 (lot 887) collections. 

356 Guinea, 1701, ordinary type, without love-lock; Half Guinea, 
1698, edges diagonally grained, both fine 2 

Silver. 

357 Crown, 1696, octavo, with straight cuirass; Half Crowns (2), 

1696, octavo, plain, and 1697, NONO, with C (Chester) under 

bust; Shillings (2), 1696, plain, and 1697, with B (Bristol) 

under bust; Sixpence, 1696, plain; Farthing (proof), 1698, 

date in legend, plain edge, all fine but the Chester half-crown 7 

QUEEN ANNE, 1701-1714. 

Gold. 

358 Five-Guinea Piece, before Union, 1703, secvndo, usual type, 

with VIGO under bust, English and Scottish arms on separate 

shields, and rose in centre of reverse (Dud. xvi, 17), fine and 

very rare 1 

*** From the Hankin, 1900 (lot 358) sale. 

359 Two-Guinea Piece, after Union, 1711, usual type, with Garter 

star in centre of reverse, English and Scottish arms impaled, and 

diagonal graining on edge (Dud. xvn, 9), extremely fine, rare 1 

*** From the Brice, and Montagu, 1896 (lot 954) collections. 

VM 
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Guinea, after Union type, 1714 (last year); Half Guinea, same 

type, date 1711, the former very fine 2 

Silver. 

Crown, before Union, 1705, qvinto, usual type, but queen’s bust 

without love-lock, and with plume in each angle of armorial cross; 

Another, after Union type, 1707, with e below bust; Sixpence, 
of same type and date, with E, the first very fine, and scarce 3 

GEORGE I, 1714-1727. 

Gold. 

Five-Guinea, 1716, secvndo, usual type and legends, with ad¬ 

ditional shield of Hanover in cruciform arrangement of arms, 

and Electoral titles in rev. legend, very fine and rare 1 

Two Guinea, 1726, type as before; Guinea, as Prince Elector, 

1714, laureated and undraped bust, with a greater profusion of 

hair curling under truncation, and with rev. legend ending pr. el, 

both fine and scarce 2 

Guinea, 1726, second bust; Half Guinea, 1725, similar bust; 

Quarter Guinea, 1718, usual type, all with edges diagonally 
grained, and fine o 

GEORGE II, 1727-1760. 

Gold. 

Five Guinea, 1753, vicesimo-sexto, old head, with love-lock over 
each shoulder, and with garnished shield crowned on reverse, 
extremely fine, rare ^ 

Two-Guinea, 1738, young head, without love-lock; Guinea, 
same type, but dated 1733, both fine 2 

Two-Guinea, 1739, intermediate bust, with love-lock over each 
shoulder; Guinea, 1758, old bust, both fine 2 

Silver. 

Proof Crown, 1732, young bust laureated, in armour, and draped, 
with lion’s head on shoulder of cuirass ; rev. usual abbreviated 

titles, and cruciform arrangement of arms, with roses and plumes 
alternately in the angles, plain edge, brilliant and rare l 
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369 Crowns (2), old head type, 1 743, decimo-septimo, roses in the 

angles; 1746, decimo-nono, with lima under bust. Half 

Crowns (2), young head, 1741, roses; old head, 1746, with 

lima under bust. Shillings (2), young head, 1729, roses and 

plumes, and old head, 1758, plain. Sixpences (2), old head, 

1745, roses, and 1757, plain, the two crowns very fine 8 

GEORGE III, 1760-1820. 

Gold. 

370 Guinea, of spade type, by Dingo, 1798, extremely fine 1 <^4 <~ 

371 Guinea, of same type, by Dingo, but dated 1797 ; Half Guinea, 
type as before, dated 1788, both extremely fine 2 

372 Sovereign, St. George and Dragon, 1820; Half Sovereign, 

shield type, 1817; Thirds of Guinea (2), varieties of 1798 

and 1810 4 

Silver. 

373 Crown, by Distrucci, 1818, regni. lviii ; Half Crowns (2), 

varieties of 1817; Shillings (2), 1787, Dingo, 1816, Wyon\ 

Sixpences, 1816 (2), one with plain edge, 1787, Dingo-, Bank b ■JU 

Tokens (2), Three-shillings, 1811, and Eighteen-pence of same 

date 10 

Copper. 

374 Twopence, 1797, broad rim with incuse lettering; Pennies, 
1797, same type and lettering (2), one a pattern, by Kiich/er, 

with large head laureated, no drapery on bust, rev. Britannia ? 

seated wearing plumed helmet, left breast exposed, and holding Hia) 

trident in front of her, below, on broad rim, two olive-branches 

bound with ribbon {rare)-, another, pattern of 1799, laureated 

and undraped bust, with hair curling below truncation, and with 

love-lock, dividing the date 17-99, rev. VIGEB1T. in. omne. aevum. 

in four lines across field {rare)-, Halfpenny, 1799, del gratia, 

draped bust; Farthing, same type and date; and a Guinea of 

spade type, 1798 (Pattern), with broad rim and incuse legends, 

all very fine pi-oofs, the three patterns rare 7 
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GEORGE IV, 1820-1830. 

Gold. 

375 Five Pound Piece, Pattern, by Wyon, 1826, bare-headed and un¬ 

draped bust to left; rev. Royal shield of arms on mantling 

crowned, edge inscribed PECUS, &c., ANNO. REGN] SEPTUMO, 

brilliant and rare 1 

*** From the Brice collection. 

376 Sovereigns (2), 1822, Pistrucci, and 1829, Wyon, the latter m 

mint state 2 

Copper. 

Proof Set of the Penny, Halfpenny, and Farthing, 1826; 

and another set of William IV, dated 1831, all very fine proofs 6 

7 
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QUEEN VICTORIA, 1837-1901. 

Gold. 

378 Five-Pound Piece of the “Jubilee” year, 1887, pattern of usual 

type, but without B. P. (Pistrucci’s initials) on the reverse, grained 

edge, brilliant and rare 1 

379 Sovereign, 1839, proof, by W. Wyon, usual type with plain edge; 

and in silver, a Gothic Crown of 1847, inscribed edge, the 

former brilliant 
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